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EDITOR’S NOTE

The politics of pandemics

E

ven as COVID-19 vaccine candidates make
their way through a truncated clinical trial
process, politicians are preparing for the
next step: securing enough supplies for their
countries. And they believe that a global
healthcare emergency should be used to re-calibrate
existing global rules
For instance, the Union Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal said that the COVID-19 pandemic
has brought out the inherent weaknesses and inequalities
in the global economic and trading system. Speaking at
the virtual informal meeting of WTO Ministers, he said
the need of the hour is to take effective measures to
address the immediate challenges, and also prepare a
long-term roadmap on how to reform an ailing and
imbalanced global trading system.
While the US, UK, EU, France and other developed
nations have resorted to ‘vaccine nationalism’, first
favouring vaccines being developed within their
jurisdictions and then building stockpiles of multiple
vaccines, India and South Africa have proposed a TRIPS
waiver of intellectual (IP) on COVID-19 medicines and
vaccines, till global herd immunity, is achieved, so that
countries with limited manufacturing capacity can
access these medical supplies.
One would think that fighting a common foe would
unite all armies. But evidently, COVID-19 is not being
considered serious enough to share IP so that the virus
can be wiped out from every country. Once again, IP has
divided the world, with the US, EU refusing to back
South Africa and India's proposal.
Thus unless these nations have a change of heart, it
seems likely that countries which cannot access
medicines, diagnostic tools or vaccines for IP reasons will
continue to struggle to vaccinate their populations. As a
result, there will likely be recurring waves of infection in
these countries, which will spill over to other locations
as well. The COVID-19 pandemic is thus an opportunity to
re-build better. At a global and national level, at a public
health policy level as well as in terms of corporate
strategy.
Will India make full use of this opportunity? A recent

The COVID-19
pandemic is an
opportunity to
re-build better.
At a global and
national level, at
a public health
policy level as
well as in terms
of corporate
strategy

report from JLL titled, “Reimagine the future – Life
sciences Perspective,” points out that while there are
multiple opportunities for Indian vaccine manufacturing
companies considering the knowledge base, cost of
production and skilled labour, will the country look
beyond COVID-19 and ramp up its R&D spend, which at
0.7 per cent of GDP is one of the lowest among countries
with similar aspirations?
For comparison, R&D expenditure as per cent of GDP
of South Africa and Kenya is 0.8 per cent, while China’s is
two per cent and the US is at 2.7 per cent.
While the government is putting in place a scheme for
reducing dependence on China of APIs and key
ingredients, there are opportunities in areas like IV
fluids, oral drugs, plasma and mAbs, points out the JLL
report. So while the worst seems to be behind us, experts
are closely tracking the COVID-19 case numbers,
especially as we head into the winter and the festival
season which will make physical distancing difficult.
While leaders like Goyal make the case for
“meaningful and equitable reform” and are urging their
peers to “re-imagine the multilateral trading system and
fix what has not worked in the last 25 years”, this is an
opportunity to fix the gaps in the Indian pharma sector as
well.
Public health in pandemic times has become the
central issue in all elections across the world. Leaders
will be judged on the basis of their response to the
pandemic. So free COVID vaccination has become a key
electoral promise, be it US President Trump or states
like Bihar in India which is also gearing up for elections. A
few other state governments followed suit.
Ultimately, the choice to take a ‘first’ generation
experimental shot or wait for more evidence might not
be an individual’s choice. But what’s good is that finally
the government and policymakers will be held
responsible for the health of their citizens. And let us
hope that they live up to this responsibility.
VIVEKA ROYCHOWDHURY Editor
viveka.r@expressindia.com
viveka.roy3@gmail.com
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The existing Drugs and Cosmetics Act of 1940 was
formed during the pre-independence era. Since
then, amendments have been made to the D&C
Act and Rules 1940 and 1945. However,
considering the ever evolving regulatory
requirements, industry stakeholders feel that
there is a need to reframe the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act to make it more well-defined and
align it with global regulatory requirements. They
believe that it will also help in streamlining drug
regulatory affairs in India
By USHA SHARMA
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Draft Rules to substitute existing
Schedule M to bring in GMP on par
with international standards
SW DESHPANDE, FORMER JOINT COMMISSIONER, FDA MAHARASHTRA AND
ADVOCATE FOUNDER, PHARMALEX

I

n my opinion, the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act is welldrafted and has been amended
from time to time with major
changes in 1982 and 2008.
Rules have a number of
amendments and Good Manufacturing Practices are upgraded by amending Schedule
M and Medical Devices Rules
2017. New Drugs and Clinical
Trials Rules 2019 have been incorporated. Draft Rules will
substitute existing Schedule

M to bring in Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) on par
with international standards.
Major industry stakeholders
want many changes in the
draft rules as it is apprehended that it will require
huge investment leading to an
increase in prices. Medium
and small scale industry is
likely to be affected most. It
has become a fashion to criticise Acts enacted in the preindependence era.

There is a need for a revised drug
classification system
DR VARUN GUPTA, CONVENOR, DIGITAL HEALTH PLATFORMS

I

ndia has made big strides on
the World Bank’s ease of doing business index and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's vision of minimum government
and maximum governance. It
is commendable but there is
an urgent requirement to remove/amend "obsolete" regulations that have outlived their
utility and hamper governance
by creating avoidable confusion. There are many sections
in the Drugs & Cosmetics Act
and Rules 1940 & 1945 which
needs to be identified on priority. One of them is the current
classification of medicines.
Current classification of
medicines in India under the
Drugs and Cosmetics Act into
Schedule G, H, H1, X is outdated, evolved through patchwork over the years and needs
to be thoroughly updated. The
primary aim of the scheduling
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system is to ensure appropriate access to medicines while
balancing public health and
safety. There is a need for a revised drug classification system that is more comprehensive
in
coverage
and

eliminates the overlaps between classes and addresses
implementation challenges in
the diverse and fragmented
ecosystem in India.
Accessibility, affordability
and lack of transparency are
the major challenges in the
sector of sale of medicines.
These barriers could be effectively overcome by adopting
technology, specifically the internet, into the healthcare system. In addition, it provides
tracking and traceability of
medicines, abuse prevention,
addressing consumption of
drugs without prescription,
tax loss and value-added services for consumer empowerment in healthcare. Moreover,
it will foster entrepreneurship,
innovation, attract foreign direct investment and create
jobs. These are all key areas of
national development.

The CDSCO should
enforce all drug-related
laws throughout the
country
ASHOKSWAMY HEROOR, PRESIDENT, KARNATAKA
STATE REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ORGANISATION

T

he following areas may be
considered before redrafting the Drugs and Cosmetics Act and Rules.

Enforcement of the act
◗ Present scenario: Partly
enforced by the Central Government and partly by State
Governments.
◗ Result: Uneven enforcement of the rules by the
States. The industry grows in
some encouraging States only.
Clandestine activities in some
States with the connivance of
officers affect the entire nation.
◗ Suggestion: The CDSCO
should enforce all drug-related laws throughout the
country.

Manufacturing Licensing
Policy
◗ Present scenario: Loan licences, third party arrangements, manufacturing and
marketing
arrangements,
lending of trade names etc.,
are being resorted to.
◗ Result: Actual manufacturer suffers in the sales. Substandard, not of standard
quality, cheap products, unhygienic preparations flood the
market.
Government
is
cheated by avoiding taxes by
the tricks played by large
manufacturers. Helps them in
money laundering business
and to amass black money.
◗ Suggestions: All such unprincipled practices should be
banned. Natural justice

should be brought back.

Cold Chain
◗ Present scenario: Only
some reputed firms maintain
cold chains in distribution.
◗ Suggestions: Even small
scale manufacturers and loan
licencees should follow it
strictly.

Competent Technical
Staff
◗ Present scenario: All science graduates are eligible to
become CTS.
◗ Results: Professional pharmacy graduates are unemployed. Quality cannot be built
into drugs.
◗ Suggestion: Only pharmacy graduates registered in
the pharmacy council, should
become CTS for manufacturing and testing. 18-months experience also should be
waived. D.Pharm should be
approved for quality control
CTS as they are more technical than BScs.

Any change should be phased out over a span of a few years
while harmonising ICH framework
MANIKANDAN
RAMALINGAM, VP- R&D,
GRANULES INDIA

W

hile the industry is undergoing a paradigm shift towards quality driven procedures, it
is good to see that the national regulators have decided to reframe
the guidance. The key focus for
the revision should be on harmonisation of quality practices,
GMP/GLP requirements, safety
and efficacy that would directly
benefit the patient population with
high quality medicines. Focusing
on these key areas in the upcoming revisions should bridge the
gap between the Indian Drugs and
Cosmetics Act 1940 and global
regulatory standards (ICH, WHO,
US-FDA and other regulatory
guidance). However, this shift in
practice would have a significant
implication on the cost dynamics
of the product.
Any change should be phased
out over a span of a few years,
harmonising the ICH framework
first and then going into detailed
execution to meet the quality standards of other regulated markets.
Pharma manufacturers in the Indian market, supplying product to
India should be given time to implement quality into systems in a
cost efficient manner. If implemented overnight there will be
significant disruptions. On the
commercial side, the government
should also consider having different price ranges, ceilings and
floors for products depending on
the therapeutic area of focus,
availability and affordability.
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Involve pharmacyacademicians
The D&C Act should
across the countryin making a newlaw have a Central Licensing
System
DR MAYUR YERGERI, PROFESSOR, SVKMS NMIMS

T

he Drugs and Cosmetics
Act 1940 is archaic and belongs to the British medieval period. In the present scenario, the
Act has to deliver robust and
safe regulation to meet the present-day needs.
What we need is a strong
regulatory framework for infrastructure, access to safe and effective medicines, closely monitored clinical trials, cut down on
fixed-dose combinations of
drugs and encourage single
dosage forms. Due to the advent
of newer drug delivery systems
and dosage forms, the Act needs
a complete relook to meet future
regulatory needs of the country.
It should be simple and easily
implementable in a complex
country like ours. This should
also suit the future medical de-

vices and drug delivery systems
which will soon flood the market
in the coming years.
Generic drugs should be encouraged in our country to meet
the wider aspirations of our public healthcare system. Incorporate recent WHO norms to meet

the needs of our country’s huge
population. Make graduation in
pharmacy compulsory to run
pharmacies as done by our
neighbours like Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka. Involve pharmacy
academicians across the country
in making new law.
Future amendments of
Drugs and Cosmetics Act
should provide statutory powers
to the CDSCO. The new law
should also help in encouraging
new drug discovery in the country. This will save a huge tranche
of foreign exchange and ensure
the availability of affordable
drugs to our populations. It will
also help fulfil our Prime Minister's dream of creating an
Atmanirbhar Bharat in manufacturing and dispensing of medicines.

The Act needs to be comprehensive,
transparent and simplified
JAISHIL SHAH, PARTNER, DELOITTE INDIA

T

he Government of India
through the Drugs and Cosmetics Act has made provisions
regarding import, manufacturing, sale and distribution of
drugs and cosmetics. Despite
several subsequent amendments, the Act needs to be more
comprehensive, transparent and
simplified looking at the current
scenario of the pharma market
in India. Some of the key considerations are as below:
◗ Digital platform to be developed to track prices of drugs
sold in the market to ascertain
compliance to DPCO norms and
submission of pricing made by
Industry to increase transparency. This will help reduce
price
overcharging
and
litigations.
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◗ Drug serialisation to be done
for domestic sales to reduce the
spurious drugs, counterfeiting
and product diversion.
◗ Considering India as emerging
export hub clear guidelines/approval mechanism to be defined
by the Central/State FDA for re-

sale of raw material not used by
EOU. This will help bring efficiency and reduce material expiry at EOU.
◗ Information about the availability of medicine, prices, discounts and generic versions of
the said medicine to be made
available to all the consumers
through a digital platform. For
e.g., discounts offered by the
manufacturer are not fully
passed to consumers by retailers
in a standardised form, drugs
with the same molecular combinations are available in branded
as well as generic forms at different prices.
◗ Clear jurisdiction/approval
mechanism to be defined for
drug approval between Central
and State authorities.

SHASHIKANT D JOAG, FORMER GENERAL SECRETARY,
INDIAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

T

he issue of refurbishing of
the Drugs & Cosmetics
Act 1940 is being discussed for a
long time and it is necessary to
make it at par with the global
regulations without further delay. My suggestions to the lawmakers in this regard are:
◗ In line with the most developed countries, the D&C Act
should have a Central Licensing System for all pharma
products to avoid approval of
irrational FDCs for human/animal consumption at the State
level. Some of the FDCs may
be considered for inclusion in
IP based on their merits.
◗ If a medical device is already
approved by the US FDA or
EU Regulations, it should not
be treated as a Drug and suitable amendments should be
made in D&C Act 1940 in Section 3b (iv) accordingly.
◗ Since 'Schedule M' applies to
all manufacturers of API and
pharma products and specific
requirements have been
framed for various dosage
forms and respective facilities,
the system for giving separate
manufacturing licenses for
Schedule C and C1 drugs and
other than Schedule C and C1
drugs should be abolished. The
approved manufacturing section/s should be mentioned on
the license and accordingly, the
product approval may be
granted, subject to other technical compliance with regard
to safety, efficacy and quality.
◗ The manufacturing license
should be granted for life unless suspended by the drug authorities or withdrawn by the
manufacturer. However, it
should be mandatory for the licensee to pay the renewal fees
after a specific period. If the licensee does not pay the re-

newal fees in the given time it
should get automatically cancelled.
◗ Similarly, a single license
should be issued for wholesale
or retail sale of drugs and
pharma products. A comprehensive list of drugs that need
prescription of a medical practitioner and a list of drugs that
do not need prescription of a
medical practitioner should be
prepared and sale of OTC
products should be regularised.
◗ Rule 96 and 97 should be suitably amended to have minimal
labelling requirements, but effective against misuse and
should be customer/patientfriendly. Product leaflets
should be mandatory in the
case of OTC products.
◗ The expiry period to a
pharma product, except
Schedule P1 drugs and drug
products, should be granted to
the manufacturer at the time
of approval of the product
based on stability studies, impurity profiling and in-vitro
bioequivalence data. Expiry
date need not be necessarily
based on the expiry date of
the API.

The void in the D&C Act is the absence of guidelines for FDCs
S R VAIDYA, CHAIRMAN IDMA, SME COMMITTEE

I

n the last 15 years, a lot number of amendments have been
made in the Drug and Cosmetics
act including chapters on clinical
trials, medical devices, Schedule
M on GMP. The act now exists in
a much-improved form, but for
satisfactory implementation, a
global reach is necessary by
studying and analysing the provisions given and followed in the
international acts of different
countries.
In our country, the void that
exists in the Drug and Cosmetics
Act is the absence of guidelines
for 'Fixed Dose Combinations' in
the act itself. Perhaps the FDA
authorities should be aware that
most of the existing FDCs in this
country are actually perceived by
the marketing departments of
different companies, thus lacking
a proper rationale pharmaceutically.
The Drugs and Cosmetic Act
has to be amended with proper
guidelines in this area to avoid
any untoward adverse drug reactions and make the treatment
more scientific and safer for the
patients.
It is one thing to decentralise
the Drug control authorities into
state licensing points. It is yet another to have Central Government's Control through CDSCO
to give out amended guidelines
for avoiding mishaps in the country in terms of irrational FDCs.
A certain amount of handholding is necessary to accomplish this task and for a smoother
passage of future FDCs in this
country.
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The Government needs to collate the list of NDDS and put
it up at the earliest
DR KETAN R PATEL, CHAIRMAN AND MD, TROIKAA PHARMACEUTICALS

A

s a nation of a billion-plus
people, we need to focus
on the efficacy of conventional
dosage forms for the benefit of
their healthcare needs. It is
heartening that a key amendment was made to the Drugs
& Cosmetics Act vide GSR
327(E), dated April 3, 2017, to
ensure that a generic drug is
as efficacious as the first product approved by the CDSCO
(designated as Reference
Product) therapeutically. The
said notification, which is in
line with the international regulatory landscape, makes it
mandatory to establish ‘BioEquivalence’ of the generic
drug, with the reference prod-

uct already approved by the
DCGI.
Recently CDSCO has listed
“Reference Products” on its
website, against which subsequent generics will be approved based on successful
bio-equivalence studies.
Novel Drug Delivery Systems (NDDS) are gaining popularity the world over. NDDS
are modified versions of conventional dosage forms. An
NDDS formulation provides
superior efficacy or safety or
both, as compared to the conventional dosage form of the
same drug. NDDS are developed using unique additives
and/or advanced technology.

On March 19, 2019, CDSCO
issued GSR 227(E), which includes NDDS in the Act. The
said GSR recognises that all
NDDS are New Drugs and

Training of regulators and
industry personnel must be
emphasised
DR ASHOK OMRAY, EX-AVP, USV AND EX-PRESIDENT, ICPL

T

he D&C Act needs to
be in line with 21stcentury global regulations.
Considering the concept of
new drugs in the Indian
context (at present) and
how it differs from ANDA
and NDA (in the global
context), there is a need to
make the regulations much simpler and
uniform. Adequate referencing to ICH,
WHO-GMP, ISO 9001-2015 and
ISO 14000 guidelines must be
ensured.
The domestic market in India, 2019-20,
is Rs 1.4 lakh crores and exports Rs 1.22
lakh crores and medical devices Rs 62,000
crores. This may double by 2030. Drugs
and Pharmaceuticals Act should be relevant to today's’ Indian and global drug development, availability to consumers of all
economic background at a reasonable
price. I would like the new Drugs Act to be
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renamed (Drugs and
Pharmaceuticals
Act
2020) to include drugs of
chemical origin, biosimilars, biologicals and medical devices. It must also
be aligned with global
standards and regulatory
requirements.
We have pharmacopoeias for drugs of
vegetable and herbal origin, veterinary
products. Food is controlled by PFA and
FSSAI. Manufacture of cosmetics,
Ayurvedic, Siddha and Unani drugs,
Homeopathic medicines and veterinary
drugs are meant broadly for domestic
consumption, hence the controls to ensure specification and quality standards
can be decided based on the best and
abundant supply of materials.
For exports, if the countries have specific
Continued on Page 17

shall always be deemed so.
This means that the subsequent applicants of a CDSCOapproved NDDS will be required to establish safety as
well as efficacy equivalent to
the original Reference NDDS
Drug by conducting pre-clinical and clinical studies with
“Reference Product” as a comparator as per NDCT Rules,
2019.
In view of the above GSR, it
is now imperative for CDSCO
to identify and separately list
out the NDDS products in the
market and then decide the
“Reference Product” of each
approved NDDS.
CDSCO should subse-

quently disseminate the information by putting up the list
on their website. If this is not
done, approvals for NDDS
may be issued by State Drugs
Controllers (instead of CDSCO), without establishing
‘Therapeutic Equivalence’.
A list will also guide the
subsequent applicants of the
NDDS to choose the correct
Reference NDDS Product, and
thereafter establish ‘Therapeutic Equivalence’ of their
NDDS with the Reference
NDDS.
The Government needs to
collate the list and put it up at
the earliest on the CDSCO
website.

The emphasis should be to
create a proactive deterrent
mechanism than a reactive,
punishment-based regime
HARISH JAIN, SECRETARY, KARNATAKA DRUGS AND
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

T

he Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940,
enacted during British Rule, is due
for review and complete overhaul. India is now a net exporter of drugs,
third-largest in the world in terms of
volume. Nearly a hundred countries depend on India for the supply of essential medicines. More importantly, due
to the federal nature of the country, we
have both State and Central Authorities. The Act should now reflect global
stringent regulatory requirement and
at the same time should be sensitive to
the affordability of the medicines for
the masses. The time has come to include good distribution practices
(GDP), including supply chain logistics.
In the modern era, the emphasis should
also be on environment-friendly practices in manufacture, supply and distri-

bution of drugs as well as safe disposal
of unused and expired medicines,
wastages arising during manufacture.
This is especially important in the case
Continued on Page 17

Training of regulators and industry...
Continued from Page 16
guidelines, they can be complied
with. There may be a need for

specialised qualifications for the
regulators. I do not see the relevance of multiple standards for
compliance for different markets

except pharmacopoeia specification and compliance. Important
controls for cGMP are vendors,
air, water, cross-contamination,

adhering to SOPs, online documentation and recording deviations. The training of regulators
and industry personnel must be

emphasised. Approvals of
manufacturing and analytical
chemists should be more
stringent.

work and authority. This situation is not in line with practices recommended by international groups like PIC/s. If the
country wants to join these international groups, we might
have to think about establishing a single authority and possibly separate drug administrative services, similar to civil

services like IAS.
There is also a need to create a conducive atmosphere to
promote high-end research in
the country, in partnership
with academia. The Act needs
to incorporate aspirations of
the academia and legal recognition of their work. In case,
India has to climb up the value

chain, the role of the academia
will be very crucial.
Overall, the Act should
reflect the aspirations of the
profession which has the potential to provide large scale,
knowledge-based employment
as well as provide quality and
affordable medicines to the
masses of the world.

The emphasis should be to ...
Continued from Page 16
of antibiotic residues to prevent the development of resistance. There is also an urgent
need to make the rules dynamic in nature rather than
static. The emphasis should be
to create a proactive deterrent
mechanism rather than a reac-

tive, punishment-based regime.
While carrying out a review
of the Act, it would be prudent
to hold wide-ranging consultations with all stakeholders.
Currently, there is dual control
by State and Central regulators which sometimes does not
promote ease of doing business and there is duplication of

u.sharma@expressindia.com, usha.express@gmail.com
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POLICY
OPINION

Reducing API dependence:
Have we got the strategy right?
Reji K Joseph, Associate Professor, Institute for Studies in Industrial Development, New Delhi
explains that the PLI scheme has some gaps that need to be plugged for it to be truly successful

T

he Government of
India launched two
schemes in July this
year for the promotion of
indigenous manufacturing of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), drug intermediaries (DIs) and key starting
materials (KSMs). The production linked incentive (PLI)
scheme exclusively focuses on
those APIs, which the Drug
Security Committee constituted by the Department of
Pharmaceuticals (DoP) has
identified as heavily importdependent on China. The API
Parks scheme, on the other
hand, has the objective of enhancing the competitiveness
of Indian API industry by providing easy access to common
utilities such as steam, waste
management, etc. in three selected API Parks. The industry response to these
schemes, however, has been
lukewarm especially the PLI
scheme. A closer examination
shows that the design of these
two schemes has some major
flaws which may result in
much less than the expected
outcome in terms of elimination of import-dependence on
China.
The history of Indian
pharma industry shows that
the focus of the private sector
has always been on the formulations and not APIs. The
Hathi Committee (1975), the
recommendations of which
laid the foundation of a vibrant generic pharma industry in India, had looked into
this issue and found that the
capital invested to turnover
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ratio was much higher in APIs
as compared to formulations.
It was coercion in the form of
marketing approval of formulations tied to the indigenous
production of APIs that made
the Indian private sector
invest in the production of
APIs. Withdrawal of this
coercion and removal of restrictions on imports through
economic reforms in the 1990s
again made the private sector
to shun indigenous production
of APIs.
Another interesting aspect
of the dynamics of the Indian
pharma industry is that the
small and medium enterprises
(SME) have an important
role, especially in the production of APIs. It is reported
that they account for 70-80
per cent of the APIs produced
in India in terms of quantity.
This may sound defying logic,
small fellows producing more
capital-intensive segment of
the pharma industry. But, as
APIs are sold in their chemical name, without branding,
large firms have no interest in
the production of APIs and
their focus is on branded formulations. Their production
of APIs, if at all, is largely for
captive consumption. The
SMEs, which are not in a position to establish brands, focus
on APIs.
Interestingly, the focus of
the PLI scheme is on large
firms which are not interested
in the manufacture of APIs. In
the antibiotics area, where
more than half of the budget
for the scheme is allocated,
each of the beneficiaries is re-

quired to incur a minimum investment of Rs 400 crores.
This huge amount of
investment is required in each
of the four antibiotics
APIs/DIs/KSMs. Only large
companies can afford investments at this scale.
Secondly, the PLI scheme
doesn't consider the option of
utilising those API manufacturing facilities which are lying idle. It requires all likely
beneficiaries to make fresh investments in the manufacturing facility, irrespective of
whether or not they have the
idle capacity to produce the
same product. There are
many firms which used to

produce APIs but closed
down operations due to
cheaper imports from China.
It doesn't make any business
sense for a firm which has unused API manufacturing capacity to invest afresh for creation of new additional
capacity. The report of the
Drug Security Committee
provides a list of more than 30
firms including Biocon, Torrent, Alembic, Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd (HAL) and Indian
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals
Ltd (IDPL) that have wound
up production of fermentation-based APIs.
Thirdly, and most importantly, the PLI scheme doesn't

have a technology component.
Without appropriate technology, API manufacturers in India would not be in a position
to beat their Chinese counterparts in pricing. There are
four key areas where Chinese
firms have an edge over Indian firms – the cost of raw
materials, cost of electricity,
cost of steam and effluent
treatment and size of operations. The only advantage that
Indian API manufacturers enjoy vis-a-vis their Chinese
counterparts is in the cost of
labour. As a result, the import
of APIs is 35-40 per cent
cheaper as compared to the
cost of indigenously produced
APIs. It is not possible to
overcome some of the disadvantages India is having like
the size of operations. Therefore, only technology can compensate for the disadvantages
and make the production of
APIs a profitable business.
The API Parks scheme may
help in reducing the cost of inputs like electricity and steam
and the cost of effluent treatment. As this scheme is open
to all APIs, it is likely that producers of those APIs in which
India has a comparative advantage will shift their operations to the Parks. It is not that
India is only importing APIs, it
is, in fact, a major exporter in
the case of certain APIs. Many
APIs are categorised under Indian Trade Classification
(Harmonised System) chapter
29.42 (other organic compounds), which includes APIs
of Cefadroxil, Ibuprofen,
Cimetidine, Famotidine, etc.

Export from India of this category in 2019 accounted for 71
per cent of global exports. It is
reported that the DoP has
given the go-ahead to governments of Andhra Pradesh,
Himachal
Pradesh
and
Telangana in establishing the
API parks. The API parks
scheme may not be of
much use in reducing the
import-dependence
and
ensuring drug security.
What should be done, then?
It seems this is the high time
for leaving the private sector
to focus on their area of interest – formulations. Unless the
formulations segment is well
taken care of, it may also face
the fate of the API industry
and the 'Pharmacy of the
World' tag may become a
thing of the past. The Indian
pharma industry has undergone a major transformation
since the 1990s and now more
than half of the turnover is
coming from exports. China is
considerably enhancing its
presence in the global generic
drug market, a challenge to Indian pharma industry. During
the last ten years, from 2009
to 2018, the share of China in
the global export of formulations (as captured by ITC HS
codes 3003, 3004 and 300220),
has grown at a compound annual growth rate of 15 per cent
as compared to 11 per cent of

India. While the share of India
in global exports of formulations doubled during this period to reach 3.6 per cent, the

share of China increased three
times and reached 1.2 per cent.
What is more significant is
that China has managed to ex-

port more than one-third of its
exports to the regulated
markets of EU and North
America, where the regulations are most stringent. The
share of these destinations in
China's exports increased
from 19 per cent to 36 per cent
during the same period. This
shows that after placing its
foot firmly in APIs, China is focusing on formulations.
Who then should produce
the APIs? The task of manufacturing of those APIs in
which the private sector has
no interest should be entrusted with the public sector
enterprises (PSEs). There are
five central PSEs in the
pharma sector, which had
played an important role in
establishing the API manufacturing capability in India
during the 1970s and 80s.
PSEs such as HAL and IDPL
have huge capacities for the
production of APIs which are
kept idle. Instead of treating
PSEs as a liability, they need
to be strategically utilised. It
comes out that API dependence can only be eliminated
with the involvement of PSEs
unless the Government is
willing to whip the private
sector.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF), which generally promotes privatisation,
has recently (Fiscal Monitor,

April 2020) highlighted the
significant role played by
state-owned
enterprises
(SOEs) in the development of
industrial sectors, especially
in developing countries. It
points out that such strategic
use of SOEs is justified as
measures to correct market
failures.
Simultaneously, the public
sector research laboratories
under the CSIR network
should be tasked with the development of new green and
cost-effective technologies for
the production of APIs. Production of APIs and intermediates from wasted vegetables
and food grains need to be explored as tonnes of vegetables
and grains are wasted in India. A process technology developed at the University of
Calicut for the production of
Penicillin from waste fruits
shows that the cost of production can be reduced by
one-third as compared to conventional fermentation technologies. Such technologies
developed at our academic institutions need to be identified
and assimilated to API manufacturing efforts. Unless the
public sector enterprises and
laboratories are integrated
into the strategy, the objective
of reducing import dependence on China may remain a
distant dream.
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RESEARCH
I N T E R V I E W

Equine polyclonal antibodies have
shown higher potency in in-vitro studies
of SARS-CoV-2 virus neutralisation
Bharat Serums and Vaccines has initiated a research project to co-develop an equine
polyclonal antibody, alongwith NIV, against COVID-19. The company is planning to get
sufficient clinical data for regulatory submission of the equine antibody in the first half of
2021. Dr Jaby Jacob, Head-R&D, Bharat Serums and Vaccines talks about this research
project and the company's other ongoing research activities with Usha Sharma
Tell us about the ongoing
research activities of Bharat
Serums and Vaccines (BSV).
BSV is engaged in research
projects that span multiple
modalities such as
recombinant proteins
including monoclonal
antibodies, urine-based
proteins, complex drug
delivery systems such as
liposomal products and
microspheres, and equine
serum-based products.
When did you initiate the
research project of
developing an equine
antibody and how many
equines have been enrolled
for the research?
Initial feasibility assessment
of this research project was
done in March of this year and
BSV had initiated
communications with the
ICMR and other regulatory
agencies in India to explore
the possibility of codevelopment, fast-tracking
some of the approvals that are
required for initiating R&D
activities, review and approval
processes for pre-clinical and
clinical development, etc.
Development activities for the
project, including
procurement of antigens
required for immunisation of
horses, were initiated in June.
Nine equines were initially
enrolled for this project and
additional equines will be
dedicated to this project as
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required based on process
scale-up requirements.
Has anybody initiated a
similar project in India or
globally?
In India, the ICMR had invited
companies for codevelopment of this project
along with NIV, Pune in May
and we have expressed
interest in this codevelopment project. Globally,
similar projects have been
initiated in Argentina and
Brazil and in both cases, the
equine polyclonal antibodies
that have been developed have
shown significantly higher
potency in in-vitro studies of
SARS-CoV-2 virus
neutralisation.
What is the technology you
have adopted for this equine
serum-based antibody
research and how promising
are the results of the study?
Identifying and developing
multiple therapeutic options
to treat COVID-19 is required
for overcoming this pandemic.
While vaccines are expected
to be available by late 2020 or
early 2021, availability of
sufficient doses for covering
the masses will likely be a
challenge over the next few
years. The safety and
tolerability of equine
polyclonal antibodies as a
therapeutic has been
established in several cases
such as anti-rabies

immunoglobulins, anti-snake
venom for several decades.
BSV has several decades of
experience in the production
of these products and has
successfully developed
technologies for the rapid
development of these
products. Effective
immunisation of equines to
produce high antibody titers,
and processing techniques to
produce highly purified
injectable forms of the final
product have been developed
by BSV.
How promising are
polyclonal antibodies as
against monoclonal
antibodies for the treatment
of COVID-19?
Clinical studies of monoclonal
antibody products have shown
efficacy in the treatment of
COVID-19 while data from

clinical studies on polyclonal
antibodies are not yet
available. Monoclonal
antibodies are designed to
bind to very specific regions
within the target molecule and
current technologies enable
the production of monoclonal
antibodies that have very high
binding affinities. Polyclonal
antibodies are capable of
binding to multiple regions
within the target molecule and
consequently, it is possible
that they have a higher chance
of interfering with pathways
that allow entry of the virus
into cells necessary for viral
replication.
Do you have published
research reports of equine
polyclonal antibodies and
their impact/efficacy on
infectious diseases?
There are research
publications from BSV and
also by independent authors
on equine polyclonal
antibodies.
How do you plan to take this
research project to the next
level? By when will you be
seeking the regulatory
approval?
The clinical development
plans are being finalised
currently. We are also
planning to have discussions
with regulatory agencies to
obtain guidance on
accelerating the approval
pathways for initiation of

clinical studies and eventual
regulatory approval. Based on
our current plans, we expect
to obtain sufficient clinical
data for regulatory
submission in the first half of
2021.
Tell us about the research
candidates in BSVL’s
pipeline and their stages of
development?
If the question is specific to
COVID-19, we do not have any
other products in the pipeline.
As far as equine R&D is
concerned, we have a pipeline
of three or four products that
are in various stages of
development.
Several Indian pharma
companies are working to
find a COVID-19 vaccine. Is
BSV also involved in
research collaborations to
expedite the process of
COVID -19 vaccines?
In addition to the research
project on equine polyclonal
antibody for the treatment of
COVID-19, BSV is conducting
a clinical study for the
treatment of ARDS in COVID19 patients with one of our
existing products U-TRYP. We
are also considering a global
collaboration for this product.
We do not have any current
collaborations on a vaccine
development project.
usha.express@gmail.com
u.sharma@expressindia.com

HR

Rethink,Reapply and Reboot
Ankit Goyal, Healthcare and Lifesciences Practice Leader India, Heidrick & Struggles, enlarges
on the changes in work trends and talent management strategies in the Indian life sciences sector
due to COVID-19

L

ife sciences leaders are
working to balance a
drastic shift in their revenue stream and volume, with
some businesses that have
halted and others that have become mission-critical, while
managing remote employees
and rising employee anxieties.
As the pandemic resets major
work trends, HR leaders are rethinking workforce and employee planning, management,
performance and experience

strategies. Of the various future
of work trends that are identified, some represent accelerations of existing shifts; others
are new impacts not previously
discussed. Several leaders have
deployed new tools and strategies to maintain employee engagement and to ease growing
anxieties. It is imperative for
leaders to evaluate the impact
of each trend that it will have on
their organisation’s operations
and strategic goals.

◗ Increase in remote working
is reshaping a new world of
work: Recent polls indicate
that about 50 per cent of employees will likely work remotely at least part of the time
after COVID-19. As organisations shift to more remote work
operations, HR leader will need
to explore the critical competencies employees will need to
collaborate digitally, and be prepared to adjust employee experience strategies.

Consider whether and how
to shift performance goal setting and employee evaluations
for a remote context. This
would also translate into fostering the relationship between
workers and robots (remote
workstations). One of the
biggest trends is the partnership between robots and humans. The human element will
never go away. HR will continue
to manage the human
workforce, and information
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HR
technology (IT) teams will manage the robots.
◗ Expanded employer role as
social safety net: The pandemic has increased the trend
of employers playing an expanded role in their employees’
financial, physical and mental
wellbeing. Support includes enhanced sick leave, financial assistance, adjusted hours of operation
and
child-care
provisions among others.
To help manage employee
anxieties, many are also implementing virtual culture-shaping events, including fitness
classes, happy hours, cooking
classes, lunch meetings, etc.
Companies are creating a
team of global and regional
health coordinators that are
prepared for and trained in central crisis management. These
coordinators are present at
each company location to answer questions, give information on procedures, and establish policies in how to act during
the crisis.
◗ Transparency and agility
on benefits and workplace
policies: Organisation should
be working towards a principlebased approach, rather than a
rules-based approach especially in uncertain times and in
this unprecedented situation.
With limited elective surgeries and lower workload at hospitals, several sales executives
are now no longer active in the
field which are significantly affecting their incentives. Hence,
companies should be revisiting
compensation structures and
sales metrics considering the
current situation with some
guaranteed incentives for impacted sales teams to help with
retention.
Increasing transparency
around the state of the business
and providing a realistic view to
ensure no one is caught off
guard in the event of difficult
decisions need to be made.
◗ Transition from designing
for efficiency to designing for
resilience: Most organisational redesigns before the pandemic were focused on streamlining roles, supply chains and
workflows to increase efficiency. While this approach
captured efficiencies, it also
created fragilities, as systems
have no flexibility to respond to
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Many have seen that agility, accountability and
resilience are not only a slogan but core values
that teams illustrated every day in their initiatives.
Barriers have been (positively) broken, and
creativity has allowed companies to find new ways
to continue to deliver
disruptions. Resilient organisations were better able to respond- correct course quickly
with change.
To build a more responsive
organisation, design roles and
structures around outcomes to
increase agility and flexibility
and formalise how processes
can flex.
Many have seen that agility,
accountability and resilience
are not only a slogan but core
values that teams illustrated
every day in their initiatives.
Barriers have been (positively)
broken, and creativity has allowed companies to find new
ways to continue to deliver.
◗ Separation of critical skills
and roles- Reskilling an important ingredient for future
workforce: Before COVID-19,
critical roles were viewed as
roles with critical skills, or the
capabilities an organisation
needed to meet its strategic
goals. Now, employers are realising that there is another category of critical roles- roles that
are critical to the success of essential workflows. Leaders/employers need to encourage employees to develop critical skills
that can potentially open multiple career opportunities.

◗ Rapid development of contingent work force: The economic uncertainty of the pandemic has caused many
workers to lose their jobs and
exposed others for the first time
to non-standard work models.
Organisations will expand their
use of contingent workers (freelancers, consultants or contract
workers, contingent labour etc.)
to maintain more flexibility in
workforce management. It has
been observed through research that over 30 per cent of
organisations plan to replace
selected full-time employees
with contingent workers as a
cost-saving measure.
◗
(De-)Humanisation of
employees: While some organisations have recognised the
humanitarian crisis of the pandemic and prioritised the wellbeing of employees, others have
pushed employees to work in
conditions that are high risk
with little support - treating
them as workers first and people second. Be deliberate in
which approach you take and
be mindful of the effects on employee experience, which will be
long-lasting. Address inequities
if remote and on-site employees
have been treated differently.

◗ Simple and frequent communication is becoming increasingly important: In this
global pandemic, communication is essential. More than ever,
leaders must create trust and
share clear guidance in their
messaging.
Organisations
should invite groups of employees and give them an opportunity to share their stories, listen
to and learn from each other.
Taking a pulse check via surveys and town halls to get the
voices of their employees –
these company-wide town halls
allows the CEO and leadership
team can answer questions live
and transparently. Moreover,
lean on purpose and values to
anchor the culture and keeping
employees connected.
◗ Emergence of new top-tier
employers brand and employers’ value proposition: In this
moment, the values of any organisation shine through, and
the mission of the company is
critical. Increasing communication, maintaining a strong culture, supporting the organisation, and reinforcing that
purpose has allowed the best of
the company to emerge.
Prior to COVID-19, organisations were already facing in-

creased employee demands for
transparency. Employees and
prospective candidates will
judge organisations by the way
in which they treated employees during the pandemic. Balance the decisions made today
to resolve immediate concerns
with the long-term impact on
the employment brand and
value proposition.
Progressive organisations
communicate openly and frequently to show how they are
supporting employees despite
the implementation of cost-saving measures. Where feasible,
look for opportunities to
arrange talent-sharing partnerships with other organisations
to relocate employees displaced
from their jobs by COVID-19.

Pivoting ahead
“On the day that we can all
breathe a sigh of relief and we
have diminishing curves, what
is it that we see? While it is difficult to do it when you’re on the
battlefield, how do we think
through what the long-term
plan looks like and begin to
work towards that?”
The big opportunity moving
forward is for HR to partner
with IT and other departments,
to collaborate and manage the
human experience.
Organisations are also evaluating and working with third
parties partners (consultants)
to support organisations in crisis management and how they
could be used as we ‘come out’
of the crisis. For many organisations, contingent workers are
the fastest and most effective
way to augment their current
workforce and respond to rising
talent demands, staff large
strategic projects, add new
skills and expertise and accelerate growth.
Provide employees with varied, adaptive and flexible roles
so they acquire cross-functional
knowledge and training. A onesize-fits-all approach will likely
not work, and increased flexibility is critical to effectively manage unique employer needs in
areas of work hours and leaves,
commute, childcare and support, insurance among other
benefits. As well, offer greater
career development support to
employees in critical roles who
lack critical skills.

HR

AWARD

Sigachi receives Silver Star HR Award from FTCCI
It is awarded to companies implementing the best HR practices in the industry

S

igachi announced the receipt of ‘Silver Star HR
Award’. The award is in
manufacturing section under the
Medium category, and is awarded
to companies implementing the
Best HR Practices in the Industry.
The award has been constituted by FTCCI, (The Federation
of Telangana Chambers of Commerce and Industry). Jayesh
Ranjan, IAS, Principal Secretary
of the Industries & Commerce
(I&C) and Information Technology (IT) Departments of the
Telangana state government
gave away the award to Bhargavi

Priya, Head HR, Sigachi at a
function held at FTCCI House on
Oct 9, 2020.
Announcing the receipt of the
award, Amit Raj Sinha, MD &
CEO, Sigachi Industries brought
out various HR initiatives being
taken by Sigachi to make it an inclusive and one of the best places
to work. He also indicated that
Sigachi is implementing best HR
practices which were hitherto
meant only for the big industries.
He said that this award is a true
testimony for the Culture of Excellence cultivated at Sigachi on a
daily basis.
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PACKAGING
I N T E R V I E W

Drug developers are interested in innovative polymers and
multilayer technology to help meet packaging requirements
Rajarshi Datta, Country Head & General Manager - South Asia, Honeywell Advanced
Materials informs there is a growing need for new packaging technologies that allow the
pharma industry to launch drugs to market faster while reducing operational costs and
shares details about Honeywell's pharma packaging product offerings, in an interview with
Lakshmipriya Nair
Tell us about the emerging
technologies in materials
science and pharma. What
will be their drivers?
With the continued growth of
the pharma packaging market
and the advent of COVID-19,
there is a growing need for
new packaging technologies
that allow the industry to
launch drugs to market faster
while reducing operational
costs. This has become a huge
challenge and opportunity for
technology players in the
sector. Pharma companies are
leveraging advanced
technologies and automation
to address challenges such as
sample backfilling and
overfilling, detecting metal
contaminants and other dense
foreign bodies in the
production line. With the
support of technologically
advanced and innovative
partners, the pharma industry
can shift down a gear and
increase its efficiency and
productivity throughout the
product life cycle.
How is the pandemic likely
to advance innovation in this
sphere? What are the
learnings from this
pandemic?
The shutdown caused by
COVID-19 has caused
disruption in all sectors. While
a vaccine is the desired
ultimate solution, companies
need new packaging
technologies that allow them
to launch drugs to market
faster, while lowering
operating costs. It is critical
for the pharma industry to
ensure a sufficient supply of
high-quality glass packaging
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products for pharma
manufacturers around the
world.
Pharma companies have
expressed several concerns
about a possible shortage of
vials that will lead to a serious
bottleneck in the distribution
of COVID-19 vaccine once it is
developed. This has proved to
be a major challenge and
opportunity, not only for
vaccine manufacturers but
also for their partners. For
example, the glass used to
make vials for vaccines and
other medicines is scarce.
Likewise, glass bottles present
many challenges to the
pharma industry, as they are
prone to cracking and
breakage, inorganic
leachables and glass
particulates. Given the
emerging need to store and
distribute COVID-19 vaccines
on a large scale, we need to be
prepared with plastic
alternatives to store vaccines
in the future.
Which are the new
materials finding increasing
utilisation in pharma and
life sciences?
Within the life science and
pharma industries, there is
increasing formulation
complexity and unique
distribution requirements
such as a cold chain. Drug
developers are more
interested in innovative
polymers and multilayer
technology to help meet
packaging requirements.
For instance, Honeywell’s
Aclar Edge is a novel
technology that overcomes
these problems and can

Given the
emerging need
to store and
distribute
COVID-19
vaccines on a
large scale, we
need to be
prepared with
plastic
alternatives to
store vaccines
in the future
improve the stability, purity
and ultimately patient safety
of the drug. Aclar Edge bottles
and vials are engineered with

Honeywell&#39;s novel and
proprietary multi-layer blow
molding technology,
preserving durability and
efficacy for a variety of
demanding liquid dosage
forms while greatly improving
user safety in handling and
administration. These bottles
and vials provide a moisture
barrier comparable to glass
and an improved oxygen
barrier compared to other
polymer containers. It offers
significant operational
benefits by eliminating glass
breakage, minimising drug
particulate contamination,
and lowering transportation
costs with up to 75 per cent
weight reduction versus glass.
Furthermore, unlike most
plastic bottles used for liquids,
Aclar Edge significantly
reduces the risk of leachables
from container closure
systems.
How is Honeywell
contributing to the progress
in this sphere? How will it
serve India Pharma Inc?
Honeywell provides a range of
services throughout the
pharma value chain, starting
with an initial evaluation,
packaging design, stability,
scaling and launch,
completing life cycle
management to support
packaging throughout the
drug development process.
Honeywell's healthcare
packaging business includes
Aclar's flagship pharma
packaging product line.
Honeywell and the Aclar
portfolio were the trusted
choice for pharma packaging.
In line with the government's

Make in India commitment,
we also announced the
establishment of a new stateof-the-art global packaging
development centre at the
Honeywell India Technology
Center (HITC) in Gurgaon,
Haryana.
Aclar Accel: We have
expanded our portfolio and
introduced a new line of
fluoropolymer films called
Aclar Accel. This new part of
the Aclar family of moisture
barrier films meets the
market demand for different
price options combined with
faster delivery times. The
Aclar Accel product family
includes both Aclar Accel
1700 (1.7 mil/43 mic) and
Aclar Accel 5400 (5.4 mil/137
mic). Aclar Accel 1700(1.7
mil/43 mic) offers a response
to cost-effective transparent
films in the area of high
moisture barriers and is an
attractive alternative to
High Barrier HB PVdC.
Designed for opaque
laminates, Aclar Accel 5400
(5.4 mil/137 mic) offers
improved overall cost
efficiency compared to Cold
Form Foil CFF.
Aclar Edge: Honeywell also
recently announced Aclar
Edge, an innovative
pharmaceutical packaging
solution for human mouth
fluids and sterile injectors for
animal health applications.
Aclar Edge bottles and vials
will be available in sizes from
100ml to 500ml and can be
configured with threads or
crimped.
lakshmipriya.nair@expressindia.com
laxmipriyanair@gmail.com

TECHNOLOGY

Case Study: Sustainable,decentralised,
waste management system
Dr Aparna Pandey, Head - Research wing, Monisha Narke, Founder and CEO and
Pradnya Bandvdekar, Project Operations Executive, RUR GreenLife detail how the Bombay
College of Pharmacy has implemented an effective waste management system to reduce waste
being transported to the landfills from their campus with technological consultation from RUR
GreenLife

T

he Indian Pharmaceutical Association-Maharashtra
State
Branch's (The IPA-MSB's)
Bombay College of Pharmacy
(BCP) located in Santacruz
(E), Mumbai is a living example of a sustainable institute
in an urban setup. Besides being recognised by the country
as one of the most prestigious
pharma colleges, the institute
has set an example by adopting a sustainable, decentralised, waste management
system to manage biodegradable kitchen waste from the
students' canteen. The institute invested in an effective
waste management system to
reduce waste being transported to the landfills from
their campus with technological consultation with RUR
GreenLife. The project was
flagged off in the campus on
February 26, 2020.

Dr Aparna Pandey,
Head - Research wing,
RUR GreenLife

Monisha Narke,
Founder and CEO,
RUR GreenLife

Pradnya Bandvdekar, Project
Operations Executive,
RUR GreenLife

of recycling waste'. The
project is essentially driven
by
innovative
in-vessel
technology, a patent filed
(#201621007373),
IGBC
GreenPro certified, RUR’s
GreenGold Aerobic Bio Composter (RGGC). It's easy handling, low maintenance and
zero power consumption,
which makes it a user-friendly
plug-and-play system. The
composting system has also
been awarded bronze under
the composting category by
the Solid Waste Association
of North America (SWANA,
2018).
RUR also conducts various
training and workshops to
spread awareness about
waste segregation, adopting
good green practice and
3R principle of waste

Reducing, reusing,
recycling
RUR (Are you reducing,
reusing, recycling?) designs,
builds, trains and installs customised turnkey waste management
solutions
for
homes/schools/organisations
which are decentralised and
sustainable. Through nearly
150+ decentralised waste
management projects in
Mumbai, India, 650 tonnes of
biowaste is transformed into
rich, organic, nutritionally
balanced compost and mitigate over 6500 kgs of CO2
emissions annually. The USP
of the project is 'Nature’s way

Composting system at Bombay College of Pharmacy
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management viz. reduce,
reuse, recycle for schools, colleges, corporates and residential societies. RUR also
collaborates with corporates
and manufacturers for CSR
and EPR solutions.

Technology adopted
The canteen at the IPAMSB;s Bombay College of
Pharmacy generates up to 15
kg of wet bio-degradable
waste per day in the form of
fruit vegetable peels, plate
wastage and leftover food. Dr
Krishnapriya Mohanraj, Principal, The IPA-MSB’s Bombay
College of Pharmacy quotes,
“We are glad to know that the
technology adopted for generation of compost is a sustainable method aligning circular economy. We appreciate
the forest way of recycling
adopted for composting wet
biowaste using two patent
filed and Green Pro certified
RUR’s Green Gold Aerobic
Bio Composters (RGGC-L)
which operate independently
of any chemical additives and
electricity. We feel proud that
by adopting RURs methodology and diverting from our
routine practice of disposing
of collected wet waste into
landfill, we would be saving
carbon footprint of 30.7 kg annually!”
Two staff members from
the administration, one from
the canteen and two from
housekeeping were given
hands-on training to operate
the composting machine in a
simple and scientific method.
The wet waste is segregated
at source from the pantry, collected and further sorted by
the housekeeping staff at the
compost station. The sorted
waste is then transferred into
the efficient, hygienic and
patented and GreenPro certified RUR GreenGold Aerobic
Bio Composters (RGGC)
along with an equal volume of
hand-crushed dry leaves, a
handful of compost-cow dung
mix and a small quantity of
soil. The compost – cow dung
mix is added twice a week,
and the soil is added at the
beginning of the process.
Composting in RGGC
follows the forest way of
recycling and is independent
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Principle of composting with RGGC. Fresh organic matter + O2 ➝ Humus-like substances + CO2 + H2O +
Energy (heat) + mineral products (Finstein et al., 1986 in Shaw and Stentiford, 1996)

A decentralised
composting
project aligns
with Swacch
Bharat mission
and UN’s
sustainable
development
goals to fight
climate action
and improve
life under
water, life on
land

Project Statistics, compost cycle 1

Temperature profile of composting in RGGC

of any chemical additives
or electricity. The process

leaves. Bacterial population
establish during this stage
and carryout initial degradation; due to which the temperature of the pile increases,
creating a favourable environment for fungus, which are
lignin degraders. The fungus
secretes a variety of enzymes
that result in degradation of
the dry leaves and sawdust
during high temperature. The
final stage of degradation is
completed by Actinomycetes
resulting in the formation of
humus, which imparts the
rich earthy aroma to the degraded biowaste. The obtained yield of compost is 20
per cent of input biowaste, as
the process ensures a 45-60
day period to accomplish this.
The aerobic process
attains a temperature of

occurs in three stages,
wherein in the first stage

(active stage), the fresh waste
is added along with dry

50-60ºC, which ensures the
compost obtained is free from
pathogens. In addition, the
pH of the system is monitored
closely to ensure the process
is optimal. Institute has invested capital in two units of
RGGC (large size) each with a
daily load capacity of 8-10 kg
biowaste. The institute also
has an extremely rich garden
cover and produces large
quantities of dry leaves.
These fallen dry leaves are
collected and used as a car-

TECHNOLOGY

pH profile of composting in RGGC

bon source in the composting
process in equal proportion
as that of biodegradable
kitchen waste.
Temperature plays a crucial role in composting. During the initial days of the
composting process, numerous bacteria, microorganisms, fungi colonise where
they actively start breaking
down the food/horticulture
waste for energy. This results
in an increase in the temperature of the composting pile.
Temperature above 40ºC
kills sensitive pathogens, and

Annual Impact: The IPA-MSB’s Bombay College of Pharmacy

when the temperature is
maintained above 55 ºC, it
has a sanitising effect; all the
pathogenic bacteria are
known to be deactivated at
this temperature. Since the
temperature of the composting pile is a function of microbial activity within the pile;
higher the temperature
faster the breakdown. Likewise, a lower temperature is
an indication that the process
is slow and humification may
take longer than expected
time. In such cases, the composting pile is checked for

Process flow of wet waste to composting

various factors such as moisture balance, the proportion
of dry leaves/sawdust to the
waste, aeration, etc and necessary steps are taken as per
requirement.
The temperature reduces
further during the curing
phase outside the composting
system. The final compost is a
stable product and the temperature resumes to atmospheric temperature upon complete breakdown of input
waste.
In this case, the temperature during the thermophilic

stage attained and maintained the temperature beyond 50ºC, which signifies
the compost pile was well
balanced throughout and the
process was optimal.

pH trend observed
across both tumblers
during first cycle of
composting
pH value of the compost
helps in understanding the
nature of the composting pile
whether the pile is acidic, alkaline or neutral. A pH in the
range of 5.5-8 (near neutral)
is ideal for composting, while
the activity is highest at neutral pH i.e.7. This pH is altered due to multiple factors
like anaerobic conditions,
excessive moisture, improper
balance of composting pile,
less sawdust/dry leaves or
too much of acidic food waste
going inside the composting
pile. A pH less than 4 or more
than 8 results in a slow
process. pH helps to understand the composting pile
well and alarms to take necessary action in order to balance it.
In this case, the compost
pile pH is seen to start at pH4,
which demanded corrective
action. The pH of the compost
pile tends to get low due to the
addition of large quantities of
cooked food which putrefies
when enough dry leaves are
not added. We thus recom-

mend passing large quantities
of gravies through a colander
and a slightly higher quantity
of dry leaves when cooked food
is added. In general, fruit vegetable peels, eggshells are
more composting friendly
overcooked food, but nonetheless they breakdown too. We
corrected the drop in pH by
addition of ash, calcium carbonate and dry leaves to maintain the pH of the pile in the
near-neutral zone for optimal
activity.

Uses of compost
The compost generated inhouse at The IPA-MSB`s
Bombay college of Pharmacy
is used to maintain the
garden space on campus.
A decentralised composting project aligns with
Swacch Bharat mission and
UN’s sustainable development goals to fight climate
action and improve life under
water, life on land. It also offers livelihoods and dignified
labour to ragpicker community. Over and above all this,
it creates a very valuable resource from the waste which
aids both mitigation and
adaptation to combat climate
change. Its easy to setup a
dentralised waste management system and we urge
more and more pharma companies and institutes to adopt
the simple plug and play
model within their premise.
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Inspired Engineering for Mankind...

+91 - 9326006900
+91 - 9321729040
+91 - 7744822818

EXPERIENCED
WORK FORCE
PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT
ABILITY

COMPETITIVE
PRICING

EXCELLENT
QUALITY
PRODUCTS

ASSURED
ON - TIME
DELIVERIES

Venera

R

IN HOUSE
QUALITY
CHECKS

UN-EXCELLED
SERVICE

BEST IN
CLASS
DOCUMENTS

HIGH
COMPLIANCE
LEVELS

TOP
BRANDS
USED

STERILIZING & DEPYROGENATION TUNNELS

Suitable for :
* Ampoules
* Vials
* Cartridges
* LVP Bottles.

Connect with us

VENERA BIOTECH SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
D - 2 / 1, RHODIA COMPOUND, AMP GATE ROAD,
MIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, AMBERNATH (W),
DIST. - THANE, MAHARASHTRA - 421501.
INDIA.
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welcome@venera.co.in
venerabiotech@gmail.com
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SILICONE TRANSPARENT TUBING
Peroxide

Platinum

Vacuum Hose

Braided

FEATURES:

US FDA regulations CFR 177.2600 for
contact with food

USP class VI requirements
European Pharmacopoeia 3.1.9
Animal derivative free
Highly advanced auto-curing system
Excellent heat resistance (-50°C to
250°C)

INDIA
QM 002

An ISO 9001-2015 COMPANY

DMF No. Certified
26710 Cleanroom

S I L I C O N E T R A N S P A R E N T T U B I N G for the Quality Conscious….

205 & 206 Hill View Industrial Premises, Amrut Nagar,
Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086, India.
Tel.: 022-2500 4576 E-mail : sales@mksilicone.com
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Blue Heaven

M. K. Silicone Products Pvt. Ltd.
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Production of
Transdermal & Oral
Film Systems
Coating, Drying and Laminating all perfectly coordinated

MATHIS AG develops and manufactures a wide range of systems and plants for
use in clean rooms and normal atmospheres
These naturally comply with all applicable standards, regulations and speciﬁc
customer requirements
We will show you how to achieve the optimal performance of our systems

Market leaders are using Mathis technology
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We have a total production capacity
of eight billion capsules per year
HC Jain, Chairman and Managing Director, Erawat Pharma, talks on the current market
trends in capsules, his company’s offerings for the pharma sector, impact of
COVID-19 on his company and the sector, in an interview with Express Pharma

soon going to take a final
decision on it after proper due
diligence.

What are the dominant
trends in empty hard gelatin
capsules, in India and
globally?
As per the various research
reports published recently the
global empty gelatin capsule
market was valued at $1841.5
million in 2017. It is showing a
steady CAGR of 9.1 per cent
from 2018 and is expected to
reach a valuation of $3707.5
million by 2025.
India had a production a
capacity of around 102 billion
capsules in quantity in 2017-18.
Roughly 40 per cent of this
capacity is exported from
India.
Tell us about the products
you offer to India as well as
international markets?
We have a total production
capacity of eight billion
capsules per year; which
comes from Erawat Pharma
and its group companies
together. We are supplying our
Indian and overseas clients
with a very wide range of sizes
to cater to almost all types of
capsule dosages
requirements. We are
manufacturing capsules in
size 00, 0el, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
00 being the biggest and size 5
being the smallest one.
Depending on the customers’
requirements, these are then
manufactured in various
varieties suitable for dry
powder inhalers, capsules
filled with liquids,
aesthetically attractive
capsules, preservative-free
capsules etc., to name a few.
Then we have HPMC
(popularly known as veg)
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capsules also in all sizes and
varieties for specific customer
requirements.
Your company has an
established presence in the
Indian market for 23 years,
how do you plan to expand
your international business?
We are working on a couple of
target countries now and are
establishing exclusive agents
in these countries so that our
reach is expanded. We are

pretty selective on agents as
well as countries because we
want to maintain the quality of
product and nurture
relationship with our agents
and customers. We also write
our punch line, which is
“looking forward to an evergrowing relationship” in all
our communications and we
truly believe in it.
We are also contemplating
possibilities of overseas
manufacturing plants and are

What are the newest market
trends, determining and
limiting factors? Also tell us
about the complexities and
challenges associated with
your company and
products?
Latest trends in capsule
manufacturing and market
include contemplating the
possibilities of manufacturing
capsules using raw materials
other than gelatin, like HPMC.
HPMC/veg capsules have
been successful, and its usage
is constantly increasing. It is
having many additional
benefits over gelatin capsules
but is quite expensive as
compare to gelatin capsules,
which becomes a limiting
factor in its growth rate. But it
has become a preferred choice
for capsules used in dry
powder inhalers, Ayurveda,
herbal and regions/customers
sensitive to the non-veg
parameter as well as religious
orientations/requirements.
The current pandemic world
over has also resulted in the
increased demand for HPMC
capsules in India. Then there
are other raw materials being
researched on like starch,
pullulan etc.
Though there are many
challenges as well with the
industry. Capsule
manufacturing is a very
difficult process and requires
highly skilled people. It’s an
art in itself. Training and
grooming technicians who
understand the thing is one

big challenge.
Then, with constantly
changing technology and
consumer demands, the
capsules also must evolve in
tandem with the changing
customer requirements. And
this requires a lot of research
& development and
investment. We have a
dedicated separate
engineering unit to keep
researching on the capsule
manufacturing technology
and upgrade the machines
accordingly. This is one reason
why we manufacture our
machinery ourselves in the
group’s engineering
companies and do not buy
them off the shelf from other
machine manufacturers. We
have our own technology and
machines.
Another challenge is that
until recently, most of the
capsule sorting was done
manually where each and
every capsule was checked by
people trained specifically to
do this job. This is very time
consuming, labour-oriented
and is very much open for
human errors. In fact, most of
the capsule manufacturers are
still relying on this system and
have no automation and
improvement on this front. We
are using a fully automated
camera inspection system to
get this work done. This
improves the quality
consistency of the product
substantially, increases output
and reduces response time to
customer with their increased
reliability on us.
As far as product segments
are considered, capsules can

broadly be classified into hard
gelatin capsules, hard
HPMC/Cellulose/Veg
capsules and soft gelatin
capsules and there are many
varieties and sizes in each of
them.
What are the most recent
additions to your product
range? Any technological
update?
We have increased the sizes
available in the HPMC
capsules and are now also
offering HPMC capsules for
dry powder inhalers. Thus,
increasing the available range
in this segment, for the
customers. HPMC Capsule for
DPI is a very welcomed
addition by our customers as
it serves the purpose of this
segment of the drug very
efficiently. We are constantly
upgrading our capsule

manufacturing technology
and machines. As mentioned
above, by adding an
automated camera inspection
system, we have already
automated a key activity
which directly affects the
quality of the capsules sent to
customers.
Then there are other
couple of developments going
on at the manufacturing
machine level which will
finally improve the quality
further and will redefine the
general quality norms. Even
the logistics through our own
air-conditioned fleet has been
improved greatly in recent
times to ensure product safety
while in transit.
How important is India
market for empty hard
gelatin capsules and what
is your contribution in

terms of market share to
revenue?
Erawat Group’s market share
in the Indian market is
around eight per cent by
volume. And it contributes to
around 60 per cent of our
total revenue. Rest coming
from exports. We are steadily
expanding because of the
steadily increasing demand
from our existing customers
as well as new customers.
How has the present
COVID-19 pandemic
affected your business?
What’s your strategy to
adapt/tackle this business
situation? Can you
elaborate on your business
plans during this period?
Well, as you are talking about
COVID, let us first salute all
the doctors, medical teams,
government officials, police

and all those whom we have
missed mentioning here for
their outstanding, selfless
efforts and services. Then we
salute to all our employees
who have been with us during
these tough times, especially
the initial two months. It was
neither easy for us, nor for
them to keep the wheels rolling
at both, personal and
professional level.
The present COVID-19
situation definitely made
things harder as initially
there were problems at all
fronts; manufacturing,
labour, raw material supplies,
finished good dispatches,
cash flow and whatnot. But
by now things have gotten
into the flow again. It
definitely resulted in
increased manufacturing
costs and decreased output
due to reasons of almost all

sorts. Then there was a
moral dilemma at various
occasions initially as to
whether we keep working or
take a pause. Dilemma
because we know that these
capsules will be used for
many lifesaving purposes,
including COVID. Customers
were building up pressure for
deliveries and we had to take
a call on what to do because
to keep running in the initial
two months was not an easy
task and was also an
expensive affair.
But things are fine now.
As far as market and demand
is concerned, the demand has
obviously increased, and we
are aptly geared up to tackle
the increased demand. So,
our strategy is simple, do
whatever that is required to
serve the customer properly
on time.

ABB acquires Codian Robotics,delta robots provider
The buy builds on food and beverage, pharma and logistics portfolio

A

BB has acquired Codian
Robotics BV, a provider of
delta robots, which are used
primarily for high-precision
pick and place applications.
Codian Robotics’ offering includes a hygienic design line,
ideal for hygiene-sensitive industries including food and
beverage and pharmaceuticals.
With the transaction, ABB is
accelerating its engagement in
the growing field of delta robots.
Codian Robotics is located
in Ede, Netherlands and employs 20 people globally. The
company will continue to serve
its customers directly. The acquisition was signed and
closed on October 1, 2020 and
both parties agreed not to disclose any details regarding the
purchase price.
“Our acquisition underscores our focus on breakthrough technology, helping
our customers to fully realise
the potential of automation
and increase their flexibility in
a rapidly changing business

landscape. Codian Robotics’
technologies and industry expertise are the perfect addition
to our suite of food and beverage, pharma, service robotics
and logistics solutions, while
also supporting ABB’s machine-centric robotics offering,” said Sami Atiya, President of ABB Robotics &
Discrete Automation.

“Over the years, we have
developed an extensive product portfolio. ABB’s impressive
global presence and industry
expertise will help us make our
portfolio available globally. I
am looking forward to working
together to write the next
chapter of our success story,”
said Freek Hartman, Founder
of Codian Robotics.

While today the majority of
robots in the food and beverage industry are not designed
for touching food, Codian Robotics’ portfolio includes a hygienic design that allows safe,
open food processing.
“There is a strong need for
pick and place robots that ensure high hygienic standards,
accelerated by the COVID-19

pandemic. Our food and beverage, pharma and logistics customers are particularly interested in the potential of
automation, enabling supply
chains to continue to function,
while protecting employee welfare,” added Atiya.
In the future, ABB will be
able to provide its customers
with a broader range of delta
robots and integrated solutions from a single source, contributing to ABB’s machinecentric robotics strategy
which integrates machine automation and robot control
into a single platform.
Hans Wimmer, President of
ABB’s Machine Automation division and Managing Director
of B&R, said, “With Codian Robotics we are acquiring one of
the world’s most successful
suppliers of delta robots with
an extraordinary track record
in the machine builders’ sector.
In the future, we will be able to
offer our customers fully integrated solutions – globally and
for all industries.”
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Expert report on automated climate monitoring byTesto
To meet the requirements of a wide range of measuring tasks, automated monitoring systems
need to be implemented effectively at critical application areas in the pharma sector

B

oth pharma and medical
technology products directly influence the health
and well-being of patients and
users. Efficacy, identity and purity are therefore the most important quality attributes applied to these products. In order
to guarantee the required quality, the monitoring of the climate
parameters of temperature (°C)
and relative humidity (%RH) assume a key role in production
and storage. There are also detailed requirements for this in directives and standards. In order
to be able to meet the requirements of a wide range of measuring tasks, automated monitoring
systems need to be implemented
effectively at critical application
areas in the pharma sector.

Objectives of climate
monitoring
The raw materials and substances involved, and also the
end products, are very sensitive
to the wrong climatic conditions,
such as temperature and humidity. However, it is not only the
drugs per se, or their constituents, that are at risk when
stored outside the permissible
temperature range, their storage
containers or packaging are also
affected.
◗ Major fluctuations in temperature can cause hairline cracks
in ampoules and glass containers.
◗ This can lead to contaminations and even loss of sterility.
◗ Too humid storage conditions
can negatively influence the
quality of drugs.
◗ Damp packaging or blurred
and illegible labelling can also
occur
◗ Development of mould on and
in boxes are also possible.
For these reasons, constant
monitoring and documentation
of the prevailing climate parameters in the relevant areas are
indispensable and they are
controlled by a really wide
range of regulations and legal
requirements. These for instance
include.
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◗ Specifications of the World
Health Organization (WHO)
regarding Good Storage Practice (GSP)
◗ Requirements of the German
Ordinance on the Manufacture
of Medicinal Products and Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (AMWHV),
◗ EU guidelines on Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) and
◗ US requirements regarding
Current Good Manufacturing
Practice (cGMP) from 21 CFR
Part 211.
This means that sophisticated climate monitoring is an
enormously important component of the whole product development and distribution
process – starting in the research laboratory, via production and storage, through to the
final transport of the goods.
Cleanrooms are also very sensitive in this connection. Here,
quality assurance also has to involve permanent monitoring
and documentation of the differential pressure, airflow velocity
and quantity of particles in the
air, in addition to the temperature and relative humidity parameters. The exclusion of financial losses is another very
important reason for permanent monitoring of the right environmental conditions. It is not
possible to exclude all risks
through monitoring, but they
can be reduced to a manageable
and safe level. Most importantly,
in any pharma division regular
internal and external audits are
conducted, during which one
can show the real-time data, as
per compliance and the previous data can be retrieved from
the system whenever required.

Current measuring
technologies
There are different ways to
measure important climate parameters. Measuring values can
be recorded using mechanical,
analog or digital methods. This
process can be carried out manually or in a semi-automated or
fully automated way. The technology which is used in each individual case very much depends
on the sector and the directives
in force. In some sectors, electronic measurement methods
are prescribed by law, and rightly
so for several reasons: Analog
measuring instruments already
have a high potential for errors,
unacceptable ranges of fluctuation etc and thus cannot be used
for extremely critical processes
and areas of application – particularly as documentation which is
carried out manually also has
enormous potential for errors
and tampering.
With semi-automated methods, such as electronic handheld
measuring instruments or data
loggers, measurement is carried
out digitally and automatically.
However, manual steps are still
necessary to analyse and document the data, which is again
prone to human errors, high personnel expenditure, delayed reaction time and several other issues. Only automated systems
can restrain such non-compliances. All the options described
so far measure and document
measurement data, but they do
not monitor them. Automated
climate monitoring systems regularly monitor the parameters,
automatic transmit and document the measuring values and
even provide alarms when there

is a violation of limit values even
at critical times of the day. The
alarm notification itself can be
provided either via acoustic or visual signals, but also by sending
messages via Short Message
Service (SMS) or emails. In addition, all the conditions that jeopardise the reliable operation of the
system including for example
connection problems, low battery statuses or an inadequate
mobile phone network can be detected, reported and thus immediately rectified.

Features of automated data
monitoring systems
Apart from the alarm indicators
and monitoring of values these
systems feature data transmission and report generation as
their key highlights. Transmission of the measuring values
from the measuring point to the
database is possible both via radio and a wired connection.
Many systems combine both
these possibilities, which means
the technology has a high level of
flexibility and readiness for use.
This process involving the automated transmission and analysis
of measuring values prevents all
errors which may occur due to
the human factor in manual
readouts and the interpretation
of values. Furthermore, any tampering with the values is virtually
ruled out. This is ensured by automatic documentation and reporting which is set up individually. This means that reports are
generated from the raw data and
even directly dispatched, without
there being any contribution
from a user.

Other important aspects of
data monitoring systems
Validation is required everywhere where documented proof
must be provided that a process
or system meets previously specified requirements in a reproducible way. For the pharma sector, this means that a
measurement system is tested
within the operational environment and together with all the in-

fluences that affect the system
and must comply with all the prescribed directives and laws in the
process, such as adherence to 21
CFR Part 11.
Another important aspect is
data security and authorisation
access. This involves ensuring
through detailed user management that employees and their
authorisations can be individually configured. There is therefore a guarantee that individual
system contents are only used by
authorised employees.
Furthermore, control is crucial: systems must have the possibility of noting every movement
within a system and assigning it
to an employee. This may for example involve login/logout, setting limit values or the acknowledgement of alarms. To achieve
this, there are several methods
such as the so-called audit trail,
along with electronic signatures.
Every action is unambiguously
assigned to one person by these
mechanisms.

Testo Saveris – The
solution that you need
A very large number of functions
and methods have to be implemented in a system to enable all
the requirements to be met.
Thus, a system must offer both
reliability and flexibility. Testo
Saveris data monitoring system
meets such needs in every aspect. It consists of a central base
unit that communicates, through
a combination of radio and wired
network, to multiple probes installed at different areas of application. Multiple data storage,
data integrity, continued operation along with a distinctive reporting system and indicative
alarm features makes testo system a trustworthy component of
the pharma sector.
Contact
Roland Elsässer
Manager Product & Application
Testo SE & Co. KGaA
For more details, login to the
website www.testo.com or
write back on info@testo.in
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The Eppendorf Way to Do it:
Move It Adjustable Spacing Pipettes
Move It is available with 4, 6, 8, and 12 channels, mechanical or electronic

W

ith Move It, Eppendorf AG announces
the market entry for
Adjustable Spacing Pipettes,
which they have redefined from
scratch according to their own
premium standards. Eppendorf
thus responds to customer requests for an efficient and safe
solution for synchronous pipetting of a series of samples between different vessel formats,
such as between tubes and
plates. The operating time compared to the use of single-channel pipettes is thus significantly
reduced. What is unique about
the new Move It is that it offers
this solution without any tubing
connections between cone and
piston-cylinder system. This
achievement offers outstanding
advantages in terms of performance: Fewer moving, often fragile
parts increase precision and
durability. Autoclavability is also
enabled, which additionally in-

ates and simplifies the workflow when frequent format
changes are required. It also
has a positive influence on profitability, since it is known that
time is money.
Peter Schmidt, Business
Manager, Eppendorf AG explains another plus, "Our product engineers have developed a
special design concept for a
well-balanced and ergonomic
pipette. Further, the manual adjustment of the tip distance
with the adjustment knob
makes it possible to maintain
this relaxed ergonomic hand
position even during format
change".
Move It is available with 4, 6,
8, and 12 channels, mechanical
or electronic. Let’s get ready to
Move It!
creases user and sample-safety.
In practice, single channel
pipettes have been used to
transfer individual samples

from one vessel format to another. This is an inefficient type
of tedious and error-prone routine work. When loading 384-

well microplates, for example, it
requires concentrated back and
forth pipetting up to 384 times.
Move It significantly acceler-

More information will be
available at
www.eppendorf.com/move-it

Virosil Pharma: A Swiss eco-friendly disinfectant
It is a clear, colourless, odourless, tasteless disinfectant which is non-carcinogenic, non-mutagenic,
revolutionary and can be used where other chlorine-based disinfectants have been feared

S

anosil Biotech, a Mumbai
based company is pioneering the novel concept of ecofriendly fumigation in sterile areas completely replacing the use
of carcinogenic proven formalin.
The product Virosil Pharma is
based on Hydrogen Peroxide
(H2O2) with Silver ions. The
combination of these two ingredients gives a synergistic broad
spectrum of activity on all kinds
of viruses, bacteria, fungi,
yeasts, molds, protozoa and algae. It is a clear, colourless,
odourless, tasteless disinfectant
which is non-carcinogenic, nonmutagenic, revolutionary and

can be used where other chlorine-based disinfectants have
been feared.
Virosil Pharma is presently
being used in organisations and
institutions such as Pfizer, Cipla,
Dabur, Ranbaxy, J&J, Abbott,
Serum Institute, Dr Reddy’s,
Lupin Labs, Cadila Healthcare,
Wockhardt,
Biocon,
Astrazeneca, etc., as a very effective fumigant and disinfectant
providing an environment with
microbial containment and a
completely safe and sterile environment
The added benefits of Virosil
Pharma is that it does not give

any foul odour, irritation to the
eyes, requires no de-fumigation
and is very easy to handle.
There are also no tears or fears
of overdosing. A room of 1000
cubic feet can be ready and
completely sterile within a maximum period of 60 minutes using a 20 per cent of solution of
Virosil Pharma. With a recommended MicroMist ULV fogger
gives a very fine mist that even
penetrates between cracks of
surfaces ensuring a safe and
sterile environment.
Virosil is also very widely
used for disinfection of surfaces,
equipment, raw water, pipelines

and DM plants. The formulation
has been tested in various reputed institutions in Switzerland, France, Germany and Australia.
The company has great respect for human health and the
environment. The CEO, Dev
Gupta, an MBA from the Bentley Graduate School of Business, Boston has been actively
marketing it under the brand
Virosil Pharma, nationally. “According to Gupta, Virosil
Pharma has simplified the lives
of so many people who work in
the Pharmaceutical industry as
they are guaranteed sterility

with the minimum risk exposure from the fumes of
Formaldehyde based products”
The company also offers a
customised disinfection audit
on its website; www.sanosilbiotech.com
For further information and
samples, contact:
Dev Gupta
CEO, Sanosil Biotech
Warden House, 1st floor,
Sir PM Road,
Fort, Bombay - 400 001
Tel. 022 22872295
Email:
info@sanosilbiotech.com
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Waters launches ACQUITY PREMIER Columns
for chromatographic analyses
Designed for the analytical laboratory seeking to exercise greater control over their
chromatographic separations, the columns improve sample throughput, assay-to-assay
reproducibility and overall confidence in analytical results

W

aters Corporation
recently introduced
ACQUITY
PREMIER Columns, a new family of
premium
sub-2-micron
columns featuring MaxPeak
High Performance Surface
(HPS)
technology.
The
columns are for use with any
brand of UHPLC system and
can measurably improve data
quality by mitigating the loss of
sample analytes due to analyteto-surface interactions. Designed for the analytical laboratory seeking to exercise
greater control over their chromatographic separations, the
columns improve sample
throughput, assay-to-assay reproducibility and overall confidence in analytical results.
“Analyte loss due to nonspecific adsorption is a significant problem that deserves
more attention because of the
cost of wasted effort and lost
productivity. Most of the time,
scientists don’t even know
what they are missing. There
are workarounds but they
come with their own problems,” said Erin Chambers, VP,
Chemistry, Waters Corporation.
“So we challenged our engineers to come up with an innovative solution that removes
one of the biggest impediments
to getting quality results. Our
ACQUITY PREMIER Columns
rectify a problem that has longplagued
chromatography
analyses and enable scientists
to create the best quantitative
and qualitative analytical
methods whether for discovery,
development or quality control
applications,” she further informed.

Rising to the challenge
Waters ACQUITY PREMIER
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Columns feature MaxPeak
HPS technology, a hybrid organic/inorganic surface technology that forms a barrier
surface layer between the sample and the stainless steel column. The benefits of this new
technology are many, among
them:
◗ increased sensitivity for lowlevel, metal-binding analytes
that would otherwise go undetected and unseen
◗ better all-around peak shapes
and peak capacity for more accurate analyte identification
and data interpretation
◗ greater reproducibility for
separations prone to adsorptive losses meaning less rework or troubleshooting, and
more confidence in results
Willy Verluyten and Irene
Suarez with Janssen Pharmaceutica NV, Belgium, evaluated
the columns for their own
methods development work.

“The Waters ACQUITY
PREMIER Peptide BEH C18
300Å Column shows an excellent degree of specificity and
selectivity in denaturing and
non-denaturing analysis of synthetic oligonucleotides, due to
the absence of non-specific
binding properties of this new
column hardware in combination with great stationary
phase performance. The Waters ACQUITY PREMIER Column is a highly-valuable addition to our column test package
for the future development of
synthetic oligonucleotides analytical methods,” says Verluyten.

From challenge to
opportunity
The introduction of ACQUITY
PREMIER Columns sheds light
onto a well-known problem
among scientists: the adsorption of sample analytes to the

interior wall of steel analytical
columns. This is a significant
problem when analysing metalloving analytes ranging from
organic acids and organophosphates to oligonucleotides, peptides, glycans and phospholipids. Organisations are known
to spend days and tens of thousands of dollars of precious
product (e.g. oligonucleotides),
just to condition an LC column
prior to analysis in order to
minimize adsorptive analyte
losses.
Kerri Smith, Principal Scientist, at Waters Corporation
has studied organic acid
metabolites that play a role in
diabetes, cancer and heritable
diseases. “If you lose a low-level
analyte because of analyte-tometal adsorption, and don’t detect it in its correct concentration, you’ll never understand if
it’s playing an important role in
the disease you are studying,”

said Smith.
Waters ACQUITY PREMIER Columns are ideal for
both small molecule and biopharma applications and are
manufactured with trusted
sub-2-micron particle technologies; Bridged/Ethyl Hybrid (BEH) for maximum column
stability,
Charged
Surface Hybrid (CSH) the
best choice for mass spectrometry analysis, and High
Strength Silica (HSS) for increased retention when
analysing challenging polar
compounds. The columns are
now available worldwide from
Waters.
For more information about
ACQUITY PREMIER Columns
with MaxPeak HPS, download
a free copy of the Waters white
paper titled Low Adsorption
UPLC Columns Based on MaxPeak High Performance Surfaces.
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Waters establishes flagship innovation and
research laboratory in Cambridge,MA
Immerse Cambridge unveiled as an open, collaborative environment designed to accelerate
cutting-edge scientific innovations

W

aters Corporation announced this week at
Biotech Week Boston
the establishment of Immerse
Cambridge, a new Waters' research laboratory in the heart of
Cambridge’s Kendall Square. Immerse Cambridge will serve as a
strategic, collaborative space in
the community, where Waters
can partner with academia, research and industry to accelerate
the next generation of scientific
advancements.
“Immerse Cambridge will
house the latest analytical instruments and technology from Waters and will allow us to offer the
deep expertise of our scientists
to partner with the biotech community to innovate, collaborate
and interrogate biology in new
ways. Waters’ presence in
Kendall Square will enable us to

accelerate fresh ideas, partnerships and opportunities, which
encapsulates what Biotech Week
Boston is all about,” said Dr Udit
Batra, Waters President and
CEO.
Immerse Cambridge’s open
innovation concept features the
latest cutting-edge analytical, informatics and automation tools
that apply to a variety of disciplines across life sciences. The
laboratory is purpose-built for innovation and discovery with both

speed and agility. It is also optimised for disseminating and expanding ideas through training,
joint research and mentoring
experiences for students and
up-and-coming
industry
professionals.
Waters announced that a cornerstone project at Immerse
Cambridge will feature researchers from both Boston University and Waters co-developing more effective Influenza A
virus vaccines. The collaboration,

aided by the Massachusetts Life
Sciences Center, will harness
breakthrough ion mobility-mass
spectrometry and bioinformatics
technologies to develop more effective methods and techniques
for measuring protein glycosylation. In the process, researchers
aspire to not only solve a critical
problem for influenza vaccine development, but also establish analytical and software solutions
that will be broadly applicable for
the future of vaccine development and the biomedical field.
In addition to establishing Immerse Cambridge, Waters has
furthered its commitment to the
Massachusetts life sciences community by joining MassBio, a
1,300+ member nonprofit organization dedicated to preventing, treating and curing diseases
through transformative science

and technology that brings value
and hope to patients. This, combined with future plans to expand to a global network of Immerse labs in major hub cities,
will connect Waters directly to
the scientific forefront to improve global human health and
well-being.
“We are thrilled to welcome
Waters Corporation to both
MassBio and the Kendall
Square community. For over 60
years, their analytical innovations and scientific expertise
have made countless contributions to the global life sciences
community, and we look
forward to their expanded
presence in the ecosystem
working alongside our members
to improve patient lives,” said
Robert K Coughlin, President
and CEO, MassBio.

FabLife announce launch of Innovation Laboratory and
Applications Services Centre in Vasai for pharma product trials
The lab was made available to select customers for their trials a year ago and is now accessible to
the pharma industry at large

F

abLife Process Technologies is seeking to disrupt the
pharma technology industry
from within by building a culture of innovation and problemsolving to support customers.
The company has already
taken several steps to bring this
vision to life, starting with significant investments in an Innovation Lab that customers can
use to trial their products. The
lab features special equipment
to conduct trials ranging from
lab scale (1kg) to about 30 kg.
The lab was made available to
select customers for their trials
a year ago and is now accessible
to the pharma industry at large.

FabLife has also brought together a versatile team of inhouse formulation scientists with
customer-side experience having
spent most of their careers in
major pharma companies.
Ram Gulwady, a veteran of
the Indian pharma industry,
joins FabLife in the role of Chief
Technical Expert. Gulwady
brings with him over four
decades of experience in generics development and tech
transfers in regulated markets.
His career spans stints at Cipla
and Ipca as well as consulting
gigs for the who’s who of the Indian and global pharma industry including Abbott, Novartis,

Taro, Wafra and Ennogen.
Sivakumar Kalidoss also
joins FabLife as a General Manager: Formulation Process
Technology. Sivakumar comes
with years of experience in endto-end product life cycle management and dosage form development for companies like
Micro Labs and Laurus Labs.
Both Gulwady and Kalidoss
will spearhead FabLife’s customer-first agenda by supporting customers to find practical
solutions to their formulation
and
drug
development
challenges.
Ausaf Usmani, Executive
Director at FabLife believes

"our customers now have access to our specialised engineering expertise as well as advanced pharma knowhow from
their peers. This new approach
is a result of actively listening
to customer problems and
strategising on how we could
evolve to partner with them
rather than merely supply machines. Bringing together this
formidable team of experts allows us to make recommendations that have a positive impact on product outcomes."
Speaking on the development, Ram expresses his delight that Fabtech has taken
this all-in customer-first ap-

proach to business. "The Innovation Laboratory and Applications Services Centre at the FabLife Vasai plant allows
customers to experiment with
and hone their product. My
goal is to build the Innovation
Lab into a hub that welcomes
scientific minds to collaborate
and come up with innovative
processes to the benefit of the
pharma industry."
Contact
Rushin Shah
DGM Corporate Marketing
Phone- +91 9152791175
Email – rushin.shah@fabtechnologies.com
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Choosing the right type of desiccant is
quintessential for your product’s shelf life
CILICANT understands how critical it is to choose the right desiccant and offers a variety of
sorbents developed for different applications

A

ctive packaging is a
primary concern when
developing and packaging pharma products, particularly, when it comes to the
sorbent or desiccant, you use.
Desiccants are an essential
part of active packaging as
they prevent degradation
through moisture, extending
the lifetime of the product.
While the cap/closure
mechanism and the bottle will
physically protect medicines,
the type, quality and quantity
of the desiccant used will also
play a vital role in determining the quality of the formulation for the end-user. Use a
generic desiccant and, in all
likelihood, you won’t see the
best results. In fact, the wrong
type and quantity of desiccant
can result in over-desiccation
of the formulation and may be
detrimental to patient safety.
So you can see the importance of choosing your desiccant carefully. The cheapest
or most convenient option
may not be the most valuable
solution.

Use a desiccant that’s fit
for purpose
CILICANT understands how
critical it is to choose the right
desiccant. That’s why it offers
a variety of sorbents developed for different applications. The two most commonly used are silica gel and
molecular sieve.
Significantly, the moisture
adsorption properties of molecular sieve and silica gel differ when it comes to how they
perform. While molecular
sieve has an excellent adsorptive capacity at low humidity
levels, silica gel tends to perform poorly in low humidity.
Both, however, have similar
moisture retention capacities
at room temperature (25°C) at
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The wrong type
and quantity of
desiccant can
result in overdesiccation of
the
formulation
and may be
detrimental to
patient safety
a relative humidity of 40 per
cent.
Silica gel is the most suitable desiccant to use in products with stable storage temperatures and high relative
humidity. With its inert, nontoxic, and highly stable prop-

erties, understandably, silica
gel is a popular desiccant
choice for many pharma products.
On the other hand, the molecular sieve is more aggressive and rapid when it comes
to moisture adsorption, so
performs better in products
that require instant protection from moisture degradation. Molecular sieve is also
stable over a large temperature range maintaining its
higher moisture retention
properties. However, caution
should be exercised when selecting the proper dosage for
use in products with specific
RH requirements.
Packaging specialists also
need to consider the following
in order to get optimal results
from the desiccants they use.
While choosing the right
adsorbent is important, it’s
equally important to choose

the right product within the
desiccant range, as each
serves different purposes. In
the case of molecular sieve,
there are several variants
commonly used, including 3A,
4A and 13X. Type 4A is a
popular choice for pharma
packaging.
Likewise, there are several
types of silica gel. Type A, B,
C are the most common. Here,
type A has been specifically
designed for the adsorption
of moisture in pharma
packaging.
To get the optimum results
from the desiccant one selects, users should examine a
number of testing parameters, such as LOD (loss on
drying), MAC (Moisture Adsorption Capacity) at low RH
and high temperatures, along
with other parameters such
as packaging headspace and
the regional climate at the

product’s destination, etc.
Clearly, inert products,
such as medical devices, diagnostic kits and API’s will be
more compatible with silica
gel, while thermal-sensitive
medicines will be protected
better by using molecular
sieve desiccants. As both
over-desiccation, as well as
under-desiccation, can impact
the life span and efficacy of
formulations, companies involved in development and
packaging of these products
need to ensure that they’re using the most appropriate form
of adsorbent technology.
For more information on the
best desiccants for your product, get in touch with Cilicant’s technical sales representative now!
Komal Bhavsar
Email id: komal@cilicant.com
Mobile No: +91-9168628402
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How a modern DCS can enable your
digital transformation
PlantPAx 5.0, the latest DCS release from Rockwell Automation, will reduce architectural
footprint, drive consistency, streamline workflows, provide robust analytics, and align with
international cyber security standards

P

roducers and manufacturers – operating in industries ranging from
pharma, Consumer Packaged
Goods, and food and beverage to
mining and chemical – are adept
at navigating the complexities
and challenges of staying competitive.
Producers must strive to protect the bottom line and optimise production by expanding
throughput, decreasing downtime, improving consistency, delivering quality, and keeping employees safe. They also must
consider the lifecycle costs associated with engineering, inventory, and system maintenance
and support.
Throw a worldwide pandemic into the mix, and it becomes clear just how important it
is to be as productive and profitable as possible while reducing
operational risk.
So how can a process industry producer or manufacturer
move beyond the status quo to
keep up with industry and technological trends? How can they
take their operations to the next
level of sophistication and innovation to help achieve success
and growth in the short and long
term?
A one-size-fits-all solution
just won’t cut it anymore. It’s
time to get surgical about solutions. Enter: Digital transformation as enabled by the modern
distributed control system
(DCS).
Digital transformation can be
described as modernising, upgrading, or improving operations by integrating digital technology into all areas of your
business.
Digital transformation is a
fundamental, cultural shift impacting how organisations work,
how the plant floor operates and
how value is delivered to cus-

tomers. It’s about outcomes and
meeting ever-changing customer needs. It’s a systemic
change for any producer – and
that’s why a modern DCS can be
a cornerstone of this transformation.
Developing a strategy for
your digital transformation
means determining objectives
and business goals, assessing the
system needs to achieve those
objectives and planning the execution of your strategy. With
competitors investing in technology and transforming their operations, the pressure is on to do
your research and make decisions. A good question to start
with is, “Do I need an upgrade?”
A traditional DCS features a
closed system design, is difficult
to migrate and modernise, and
has a higher total cost of ownership in most cases. The modern
DCS is preferable for many reasons, including higher performance, site-wide availability, scalable system capabilities, the open
technology stack and the ease of
integration. A plant-wide control
system using common automa-

tion technologies enables seamless integration for process control, discrete control, power control and safety control with
plant-floor and business systems.
If you think your DCS has
run its course, you’re not alone.
The global DCS installed base
nearing end of life totals about
$65 billion. And many of these
systems are more than 25 years
old and in dire need of updating.
Reasons to replace a DCS
can include an increased failure
rate, higher incidence of off-spec
product, accelerating maintenance costs, lack of legacy DCS
expertise, capacity limitations,
and inability to interface with
contemporary systems.

A modern DCS addresses
modern challenges
The latest DCS platforms have
kept pace with technological developments. And more DCS
users are now considering upgrading and modernising their
systems for optimal performance. A modern DCS can help
build a Connected Enterprise as

part of a digital transformation
strategy.
PlantPAx 5.0, the latest DCS
release from Rockwell Automation, will reduce the architectural footprint with fewer
servers and more powerful controllers, drive consistency with
embedded process instructions
in the controller, streamline
workflows with an improved development experience of system
attributes, provide robust analytics for real-time decisionmaking, and align with international cyber security standards.
What does that mean for producers? It makes life simpler. A
modern DCS should enable producers to achieve plant-wide
control and optimisation, maximise operations, achieve high
availability, reduce costs and increase production. Additionally,
a modern DCS can help address
three major challenges faced almost universally by producers
and manufacturers:
1. Addressing the challenge of
productivity. How can producers best innovate when disparate systems throughout the

enterprise create bottlenecks
and inefficiencies? The sheer
amount of information from supply chains, plant assets, and
business systems can overwhelm teams trying to function
in real-time or create a new concept. Rapid improvements in
technology enable producers to
access more information than
ever for decision-making purposes.
2. Doing more with less to help
the bottom line. Production
teams must do more with less to
meet budget expectations
throughout their plant’s lifecycle.
Operators must find ways to
gain the visibility and control
needed to reduce unplanned
downtime, prevent quality issues, and eliminate waste from
production. Producers are looking for plant-wide automation
that is easily updated and supported, and technology must
help the plant remain in continuous operation.
3. Reducing operational risk.
Risk is everywhere and takes
many forms respective to your
network infrastructure, the
backbone of your system. Even
when contingencies are considered, unforeseen events can impact safe and reliable plant operations. As producers identify
factors that contribute to unplanned delays, downtime, product safety, and worker safety,
they require systems that can
navigate dynamic conditions
and that enable them to aggressively respond armed with information. As threats shift from operational risks to external
actors, control systems need to
be strong yet adaptable. Are you
implementing a robust infrastructure for your system?

PlantPAx 5.0: The latest
DCS release
The significance of PlantPAx 5.0,
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a system that has a smaller footprint that’s easier and faster to
deploy, provides real-time data
and analytics for informed decision-making, and is supported
throughout its entire lifecycle is
not lost on producers. Those in
batch, hybrid and heavy industries can benefit from a DCS
that is purpose-built for plantwide control and able to serve
larger and more complex operations securely.

What should a producer
look for in a modern DCS?
◗ Data, analytics and insights
that enable real-time decision-

making. This includes visualisation and dashboards for operations that provide production
and operator KPIs, sight to abnormal situations like alarm logs
and unexpected downtime
events, and a modern approach
to HMI graphics.
◗ Support for a system over its
lifecycle. You know you can depend on Rockwell Automation’s
products to last a long time. Beyond the initial purchase and
commissioning, you will continue to get customised support
for years to come. That includes
access to subject matter experts,
field services, support contracts,

and long-term product availability.
◗ Workforce solutions. From
remote access and mobile devices to training for the shift
from specialist to generalist, the
modern DCS can help address
common workforce issues. It
provides an enterprise-wide
view so staff isn’t needed onsite,
and encourages the shift from
reading and memorising manuals to being able to access expert
help as it’s needed.
◗ Cybersecurity for systems.
Adhering to cybersecurity standards and certifications for standards such as ISA99/IEC 62443

should be the expectation for
any producer.
You can find all of this and
more in PlantPax 5.0 – a version
that empowers producers to expand what’s possible.

Don’t be left behind
Digital transformation is a trend
that isn’t going away – at some
point, every manufacturer and
producer will have to start their
journey. For many, it’s considered the new normal.
At its highest level, digital
transformation is a foundational
and potentially radical evolution
for producers in the industrial

space. Embracing new technologies will fundamentally change
how you do business – for the
better.
Evaluate your legacy DCS to
see if the latest DCS platform
can help in your digital transformation journey. This decision
can allow flexibility so you can
better meet customer needs,
and provide data and insights to
help you improve performance,
decision-making and profitability. It doesn’t have to be difficult
or disruptive. With the right solutions in place, you can embrace
tomorrow’s challenges with confidence.

Case Study: Developing a generic drug product in a novel
drug delivery system – from selection to launch
The Challenge

client highly acknowledged that
the SelfDose patient-controlled
injector significantly improved
the patient experience, and that
working with West enabled a
successful move to market.

Finding a device that could give
a drug an edge over the competition, while also enabling a fast
move to market without requiring an internal device team to
manage, has been a challenge in
the healthcare industry. A
generic drug manufacturer, who
had already overcome the hurdles associated with drug development, was looking for a device
to be used in combination with
their generic methotrexate prefilled syringe for the treatment of
active rheumatoid arthritis in
adults, among other indications.
Instead of mimicking the innovator device that would not differentiate it sufficiently, the company wanted to gain an
advantage by picking a device
that could enable a superior and
unique patient experience, while
also further enhancing its corporate image and reputation. In a
culture where generic drugs often copy the innovator device,
this shift put even more emphasis on making the right device decision.

Considerations
It was essential to assess and select a device that could become a
critical part of the company’s
drug delivery program. More
than that, they needed to select
the right partner to ensure suc-
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About SelfDose PatientControlled Injector

cess. The assessment of a device
and its vendor became a multifaceted decision-making process,
not only assessing the functional
aspects of devices available, but
also seeking a vendor who would
become a trusted partner. Having a partner, rather than a ven-

dor, who was equally invested in
bringing the combination product to market was of pivotal importance to the program

The Solution
With both a local team to support final assembly of the injec-

tor and a technical package to
support EU regulatory submission, West stood out and became
the trusted partner of the
generic drug manufacturer.
West supplied valuable human
factors data, which could save
client’s time and money. The

The SelfDose patient-controlled
injector is an off-the-shelf delivery system that is ergonomically
designed for optimal patient administration. As a unique, usercontrolled injector, it provides an
intuitive, non-intimidating, selfinjection solution for convenient
use by patients and caregivers
and expedites the time to clinics/market, with only limited
managerial and resource investment. Extensive human factors
studies have been performed
with the SelfDose injector, confirming the intuitive design, supporting ease of use and patient
acceptance, and potentially minimising the need for costly validation. If you are facing the challenge of getting a generic drug
product to the market quickly,
choose West’s SelfDose PatientControlled Injector.
For more information, contact
Shraddha Sharma
Email: Shraddha.Sharma@Westpharma.com
Website: www.westpharma.com.
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Staying compliant and profitable in pharma
packaging process with checkweighing
H

igh demand in the
pharma industry is
constant. Manufacturers both large and small
must look to optimise their
production lines in order to
ensure production quotas are
met in a timely, profitable and
above all safe manner. Larger
producers running single
product batches seek outstanding reliability and accuracy in checkweighing, whilst
smaller contract packagers –
who are likely servicing multiple clients – need the flexibility to effect quick changeovers
in order to keep throughput to
a maximum.
As manufacturers need to
remain certified in order to
produce pharma products,
compliance is also critical.
Products entering the supply
chain that do not meet the required standard threaten patient safety, retailer confidence and in the worst-case
scenario a company’s ability
to continue production. All
are damaging to profit margins to varying degrees and
the risks can be mitigated
with a well-executed product
inspection programme.
Automation is a given in
these environments and it is
universally recognised that
checkweighers play an instrumental role in the day-to-day
production. A checkweigher’s
main function in a pharma environment is to check the
package for missing components such as the leaflet or
complete blisters. This is a vital part of the package, as a
box of tablets for example will
not be considered safe or compliant without it.
End of line applications are
also commonplace, where systems are used to check the
completeness of secondary
and tertiary packaging, ensuring that what is sent into the
supply chain is exactly what is
expected.

Checkweighers automatically inspect 100 per cent of
products on the line - which is
highly recommended compared with random off-line
sampling, as the latter gives a
sample size that is now considered to be of little statistical significance.

Checkweighing solutions
can help pharma manufacturers to maximise
productivity
Downtime is the enemy of any
manufacturer, therefore identifying areas that affect this

ment and the results are manually entered on separate documents. Such testing procedures are very labour
intensive, cause operational
downtime and rely heavily on
the operator consistently testing for reliable results.
In-process tests significantly reduce the risk of errors during test procedures
and are highly flexible - so are
able to adapt to customers'
specific requirements. They
are easy to operate, generate
automatic reports for each
test scenario, and – most im-

agement software application,
which can significantly increase OEE as it enables
nearly all processes on the
line to be monitored from a
central point.

Compliance with Good
Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) guidelines
Pharma checkweighers in particular are designed to meet
the regulatory requirements of
the pharma industry. First of
all, GMP offers broad guidance, although GMP regulations are not prescriptive in-

Checkweighers automatically inspect
100 per cent of products on the line - which
is highly recommended compared with
random off-line sampling, as the latter gives a
sample size that is now considered to be of
little statistical significance
directly is important when
looking at Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE). System
setup is one such area that
can be optimised, and checkweighing features such as
digital position control help
to verify this is carried out
correctly - otherwise the
batch cannot be run at all.
Running a batch with incorrect inputs can be very costly
to correct due to the wastage
involved. Also, should these
products enter the supply
chain it could have significant
consequences, both in terms
of consumer safety and brand
reputation.
Another feature that increases OEE is In-ProcessTesting. The test procedure,
to be followed step by step, is
normally written down on a
separate instruction docu-

portantly of all – require no
shutdown of production. Inprocess tests are carried out
with the help of special screen
prompts, which guide the operator through the complete
procedure and automatically
record the results, which can
then be saved and printed.
Clear guidance during testing
reduces labour time and possible operator errors and
manufacturers benefit from
more consistent, reliable results and higher operational
uptime. In-process tests enable several configurable test
scenarios.
In addition, there is an
easy to operate, intuitive
Graphical User Interface
(GUI), that helps the user to
make changes easily. MettlerToledo also offers ProdX, a
product inspection data man-

structions but consist of
guidelines based on general
principles. These include, for
example, the validation of
processes, record keeping, operator training or prevention
of cross-contamination. It is always up to the manufacturer
to design the production
process and quality programs
in accordance with GMP principles, to interpret the guidelines and assess process risks
accurately. Mettler-Toledo, in
order to maintain process
safety, offers equipment qualification, which is a huge benefit
to users as it reduces the qualification and validation time in
order to comply with FDA or
CGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice) requirements. Equipment qualification comprises all aspects
of
design,
installation,

operational and performance
qualification.

Minimising changeover
downtime with checkweighing technology
Minimising changeover downtime is critical. Advanced
checkweighing systems offer
useful features such as digital
positioning control. Due to a
plausibility check the system
does not allow users to enter
false parameters. Users are immediately alerted if settings
are entered incorrectly and the
system will not start if the parameters are wrong - another
factor that influences the usability of the GUI also helps
users to save time and therefore minimise changeover
times - key factors when looking to increase productivity.
Statistical Process Control
(SPC), in addition, is possible
via software functions that
can be utilised to predict issues on the line. SPC measures and refers to industrystandard values of process
capability CP and CPK.
Standalone or integrated systems allow users access to the
statistical data needed to understand, document and control profitability and production efficiency. This way, early
detection of problems can be
achieved ahead of any major
issues that may have a significant impact on uptime. The
ability to monitor performance is directly linked to OEE,
and the net effect of reduced
machine downtime is that
higher production levels can
be achieved using the
same amount of resources.
This leads to a faster return
on investment with regard to
capital purchases such as
checkweighers.

Traceability of process
changes
Individual boxes, for blister
packs of pills, for example, are
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lightweight, therefore the load
cell of a checkweigher has to
be very precise. The checkweigher helps to check for
product completeness, to reject falsely produced products
and ensure the safety of the
processes comply with FDA
requirements. Another demand is the legal compliance
with CFR 21 Part 11, which describes the way access to information is managed and
changes made to the checkweigher. Everything has to be
traceable and logged.
This is integrated into the
audit trail feature that the
pharmaceutical checkweigher
offers and a local audit trail
operates completely automatically in the background and
usually requires no user intervention.
Another useful feature is

the domain login server,
which enables the manufacturer to use accounts, passwords and rules issued and
administered by the company's IT department for the
checkweighers. Operators,
maintenance personnel, supervisors and quality managers can use their normal
network log-in name and
password for tasks at the
checkweigher just as they
would with a network PC.
This is not an FDA requirement but is a very valuable addition to the system.

Regulations: looking to
the future
A challenge for pharma manufacturers will be the European Falsified Medicine Directive (EUFMD), that is
expected to be implemented

by the first half of 2018. Two
years may sound like a long
time, but depending on how
many products the manufacturer has, how they are produced and whether they are
produced using internally
owned facilities or with external partners, it really isn’t a
great deal of time at all. Manufacturers generally deal with
multiple facilities, that will all
have to be enhanced with
hardened serialization software to comply with these
regulations.
Overall serialization is the
key to success here and the
EUFDM will require a unique
serialization number on every
salable unit of drug product intended for dispensation to a
patient. So, for instance, a
batch of 60 boxes of blister
pack pills will have 60 different

identifiers, not just one at the
lot level. During production,
every aggregation level will
have to be integrated into the
serialization process and can
be supported by checkweighing technology. Added value
can be generated either by
checkweighers with integrated
serialization
functionality,
tamper-evident sealing or aggregation solutions for the secondary and tertiary packaging
at the end of the line.
If a pharma manufacturer
works together with contract
packagers, which is quite
common in Europe, it should
keep in mind that those contractors may not be ready for
serialization when it needs
them to be.
In addition to upcoming
regulatory requirements, the
US Drug Supply Chain Secu-

New age solutions from Mettler Toledo
I

ND256x offers an economical and versatile weighing
solution for classified areas
thanks to its reliable, intrinsically safe design. With a builtin wireless option and integrated power supply* or
external battery, it reduces installation costs and gives you
the freedom to adjust your
workflow on demand.

design, floor space is better
utilised and maintenance activities are simplified. Compared to alternative protection methods, intrinsically safe
design reduces downtime
from maintenance cycles or
equipment breakdowns significantly.

Intrinsically safe and
secure design

Maintenance of explosionproof solutions is time intensive due to required disassembly and assembly of large and
bulky enclosures. All service
procedures for Ex or flameproof equipment must be followed meticulously; nevertheless these are difficult tasks
prone to error. IND256x’s design assures safety while reducing cost of maintenance by
up to 60 per cent thus giving a
boost to equipment availability and operational efficiency.

IND256x is globally approved
for hazardous areas according
to IECEx and ATEX standards for intrinsic safety, providing the same user-friendly
look, feel and ease of operation
as safe-area terminals. It is designed to operate safely in
Zone 1/21 environments where
explosive gases or dusts are
present.

Fast to install and easy
to use
The built-in power supply
and communication interfaces
make installation and system
integration fast and convenient. Due to this integrated
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Simplified maintenance
and safety

Contact
Email: sales.sales@mt.com
Toll free: 1800 22 8884 & 1800
1028 460
Website: www.mt.com

rity Act (DSCSA) is in development for the pharma industry, which is to be applied in
three phases for the US market up until 2023. First is to
ensure lot traceability, followed by unique serialization
and last, but not least, a combination of the two. Like the
EUFMD this act will involve
an increase in work, and systems such as checkweighers
will be instrumental in helping
manufacturers to remain both
compliant and profitable as
the regulatory landscape continues to evolve.
For more information,
contact:
Mettler Toledo
Email: sales.sales@mt.com
Toll-free: 1800 22 8884 &
1800 1028 460Website:
www.mt.com
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